TWEET us on Twitter @EdgarCayce_ARE
MEET us on Meet Up “Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York”

The First Certification Programs
by the Edgar Cayce Center of NYC!
New! Psychic Skills Certification Program
Taught by Lin Hunter & Michael Diamond

N

ine weekends, April 29-30 to February 10-11, 2018

What better place to develop your psychic abilities? Nine monthly
“psychic immersion weekends” plus independent work will give you
the opportunity to discover and unfold your inherent psychic abilities.
Each weekend is rich with instruction and technique, and includes an
abundance of practical exercises to solidify your skills.
Read more on page 14-15

FREE Intro Class April 6, 7-9 pm n

New to NYC! Holistic Life Coach Certification Program
Taught by Peter Woodbury

O

ne-week intensive, May 15-21

From surviving to THRIVING...the Edgar Cayce way!
Are you looking to take all the lessons of your lifelong journey and use them to help
others along theirs? This may be the opportunity you have been waiting for! Unleash
your potential and help others do the same!

Register by May 1 to save $200 or more n

Read more on pages 18-19

New! Bioenergy Healing Certification Program
Taught by Anton Baraschi

F

ive 3-day weekends from June 2-3-4 to October, 2017

Learn a unique, comprehensive Bioenergy Healing method that synthesizes more
than a dozen methods Anton has learned and practiced over 17 years. Its purpose
is to effectively improve a client’s health in the shortest possible time with lasting,
measurable effects using energetic modalities on and off the body.

FREE Intro Class May 5, 7-9 pm n
FIND us on Facebook

You can still become a Founding Member–donate/pledge by April 30... p. 16

Calendar subject to change. Check website or call for the latest info.

• CAYCE Psychic Fairs, April 15, May 25 & Jun 10 and
CAYCE Healing and Wellness Fair, April 25... p. 2
• Popular events by “The Light Guy,” Peter Goldbeck... p. 5
• The Intuition Advantage & Secrets of Your Soul, Nanci Deutsch… p. 6
• The Seven-Chakra Clearing Day, Annie Bond… p. 7
• Tracking the Origins of an Illness, Laura Aversano… p. 8
• Workshops with Anton Baraschi & Special Guests… p. 11-13
• Midlife Is Not a Crisis: Using Astrology to Thrive in the Second Half of
Life, Virginia Bell… p. 16
• Tasseography: The Ancient Art of Tea Leaf Reading, Joan Carra… p. 21
• The Healing Angels Workshop, Rev. Charles F. Julian, DC… p. 25
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Malcolm Smith Akashic
Spiritual Healer Records Level 1
from England Maureen St.
Germain
June 2-7
See page 25

Read more on pages 22-23

Edgar Cayce
and Gnostic
Christianity
Hal Costley

Intro to
Archetypal
Astrology
Monty Taylor

April 22 to 23

May 6

Starts April 13

See page 10

See page 17

See page 9
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CAYCE PSYCHIC FAIRS

SATURDAYS, APR 15 & JUN 10, 1 - 7 PM
THURSDAY, MAY 25, 6 - 9 PM

Tricia McCannon

B

y popular demand, our monthly fairs now focus entirely on psychic, intuitive and
mediumistic readings by the Center’s wellness providers, teachers and friends. Note:
Weekends in May are so full of great events, we had to move our May Fair to a weeknight.
FREE admission to our Fair!
FREE Workshops during the Fair!
All readings 20 minutes for only $30!
Proceeds benefit the non-profit NYC Edgar Cayce organization. Another reason we believe this
is NYC’s most enlightened psychic fair. Come and enjoy the wonderful energies at our Fairs…
bring friends and meet kindred spirits!
For a complete list of services and workshops scheduled for each monthly Fair, check
EdgarCayceNYC.org, subscribe to our weekly e-newsletter, or call us a couple of days prior to
the event.
For energy and alternative healing mini-sessions, come to our new quarterly Cayce
Healing & Wellness Fairs.

After Saturday Fairs....
Prophecy Celebration with Peter Goldbeck

CAYCE HEALING & WELLNESS FAIR
TUESDAY, APRIL 25, 6 - 9 PM

oin us for an evening of holistic Healing and Wellness services at the NYC Edgar
Cayce Center. We’ve updated this event to focus on individual sessions by the
Center’s excellent wellness providers and teachers. Proceeds benefit the non-profit
NYC Edgar Cayce organization.
• FREE Admission!
• All 20-30 minute healing sessions for only $30!
• FREE Workshops!
Top NYC Wellness experts will be sharing tips on how to enliven and enlighten your
body, mind and spirit.
For a complete list of services and workshops scheduled for each Fair, check EdgarCayceNYC.org,
subscribe to our weekly e-newsletter, or call us a couple of days prior to the event.
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

Come to Tricia McCannon’s Atlantis Visual Presentation & Talk for an
introduction to the splendors she will share on Saturday & Sunday!
$35, Members save 15%: $30

The Light that will be shared will include a Group Healing and Individual Healings, like a
personalized elixir on an energetic level… Peter calls it “Joy Juice.” Emphasis will then be
centered on giving Divine Prophetic Visions and Insight for all who attend.
$20 register/pay at the door
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F

or thousands of years legends have
* WEEKEND WORKSHOP
persisted about the great civilization
of Atlantis, a vast continent spoken Sat & Sun, April 1 & 2
of by Edgar Cayce. Today, we are
10 am – 6 pm
discovering a vast network of lost cities, $325 at the door, preregister by
pyramids and temples hidden beneath
March 31, only $288 (save $37)
the ocean, revealing startling evidence
Members save 15%: $276, only $246
for a highly sophisticated culture that
preregistered by March 31 (save $30)
once existed across the world. These
incredible ruins are being found across the Caribbean, off the coast of Portugal, and as far away as
Alaska and Antarctica. But why is Atlantis important to us today, and how is its history linked to our
destiny? How is the history of this once great civilization and the prophecies of Edgar Cayce about
Atlantis so critical for us to understand in our world today? How can we avoid making the same
mistakes of the past that caused the Great Flood? Now, as we cross the Galactic Plane and begin the
Shift of the Ages, how can we chart our way to creating a brave New Earth?

FRIDAY, MARCH 31, 7 - 10 PM

SATURDAYS, APR 15 & JUN 10, 7:30 - 9:30 PM

J

ATLANTIS, THE SHIFT OF THE AGES &
THE NEW EARTH

April-June 2017

Tricia presents little-known, tantalizing details about the lost continent of Atlantis. Where was it?
What were the challenges it faced? And what is the modern-day evidence of its discovery around
the world today?
Our Saturday and Sunday workshop includes a second presentation about Atlantis, and a presentation
about the Shift of the Ages and our crossing of the Galactic Equator, as we consider the kind of
spiritual allies that we have to help us through this difficult and exciting time. The weekend will also
include one past life regression session on Saturday so that you can discover for yourself your own
past lives in Atlantis, and a second guided visualization session on Sunday where we each connect
with our Higher Selves to discover why we have incarnated in this present age in order to make a
difference in the world today!
Come join acclaimed clairvoyant and historian Tricia McCannon, as we journey into our hidden past to not
only discover your own past lives in Atlantis, but how the life changing revelations of the past will impact
us as we stand on the brink of a brand new age. Please bring a pillow and a blanket to this event! n

TRICIA MCCANNON is a renowned American clairvoyant, historian, author,

and teacher who has traveled the world in search of answers to the greatest
Mysteries of the Ages. For over two decades she has been a Headliner at
Conferences in Europe and America. As a mystical symbologist and initiate in
many ancient paths of wisdom, she has appeared on over 200 radio shows,
including Coast to Coast AM, Dreamland, Strange Universe, First Contact, and
a number of international documentaries. She is the author of three acclaimed
books: Dialogues with the Angels, Return of the Divine Sophia, and Jesus: The Explosive Story of
the 30 Lost Years and the Ancient Mystery Religions. Initiated in many ancient streams of wisdom,
her workshops are a powerful synthesis of mystical wisdom, science, history and experience. She is
the Founder of the Phoenix Fire Lodge Mystery School, and the author of over 30 DVDs and on-line
classes. As a hypnotherapist, clairvoyant, and healer she has given over 6000 Readings to people
around the world. She can be reached at 678-309-0888 or www.triciamccannonspeaks.com n
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

April-June 2017
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MOVEMENT FOR BODY & SOUL
Weekly Classes at the Center

MOVEMENT classes are $20 each, only $15 with a 10-class package deal

REIKI – Usui & Tibetan Reiki Circle
Leah Desanto
Tuesdays 5:30-6:45 PM

• Prophecy Celebration
SATURDAYS, APRIL 15* & 29, MAY 13,
JUNE 10* & 24
7 - 9:30 PM - $20 *starts at 7:30 PM

• Reiki Circles
WEDNESDAYS, APRIL 5, 19, MAY 3, 17, JUNE 7, 21
7 - 9 PM - $15

please pre-register!

EARN YOUR REIKI MASTERSHIP:

The GROOVE is an incredibly easy dance experience where you don’t need
to worry about following the steps or a leader. Through creativity and
community, the GROOVE is really just like an epic dance party! GROOVE
focuses on expressing the whole self!

• Reiki 1 Certification

Date: APRIL 9, JUNE 4
Time: 1 - 5 PM
Tuition: $125 early registration (2 weeks prior to
the date); $150 after
Description: History, Ethics & Precepts‚ Healing
Hand Positions‚ Disease Cause/Effect & Treatment

TAI-CHI CH’UAN – Supreme Ultimate Boxing Classes
Julio Cortes
Max 20 participants,
please pre-register!

• Reiki 2 Certification

Traditional T’ai Chi Ch’uan forms will be taught in this class, including the martial,
philosophical and neigong aspects. Students will learn effective techniques for
defending themselves against the three dangers of life (age, illness and stress)
while strengthening the body and mind. In the process they will gain a greater selfawareness, learn to relax the mind and calm the emotions, and be able to flow better with and enjoy life.
*All Movement for Body and Soul Classes are $20 each—only $15 with 10-class package deal). Equipment
available or bring your own. Space is limited—preregistration is a must. All students must preregister at least 24
hours before each class. We reserve the right to cancel classes which don’t show sufficient paid preregistration.

SATURDAY GROUP PSYCHIC READINGS
SATURDAYS, 1 - 3 PM

F

ind out how your soul growth is advancing. Ask questions & receive answers and other
helpful information from the Universal Energy about your life, or receive messages from loved
ones in Spirit. Led on a rotating schedule by:

APRIL 1, MAY 6 AND JUNE 3 & 17

Spiritual Advisor Anton Baraschi:
APRIL 22*, MAY 20, JUNE 24

Spiritual Advisor Amelia Darcy**:
APRIL 8, 29* & MAY 13
Please note that the above are subject to change; call the Center for updates. All participants who
register before 1 pm will receive messages or answers (except where limited to 10).
*These dates limited to 10 participants – preregister online or by phone (fully paid) to ensure a seat.
**Amelia Darcy’s events will end at 2:30 pm.			
$25, Members save
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

Date: MAY 7 		
Time: 1 - 5 PM
Tuition: $185 early registration (2 weeks prior to
the date); $200 after
Description: • 3 Symbols and Their Uses, • Distance/
absentee healing, • Mental/Emotional Balancing

• Psychic Enhancement Circles
WEDNESDAYS, APRIL 12, 26
MAY 10 & 24 & JUNE 14, 28
7 - 9 PM - $20

• Pillars of Transformation Workshop
SATURDAY, MAY 20
7 - 9:30 PM - $25

• Healing Workshop
SATURDAY, APRIL 22, JUNE 17
7 - 9:30 PM - $25

• Reiki 3 Mastership Certification

Date: APR 23, MAY 21, JUN 25
Time: 1 - 5 PM
Tuition: $450 early registration (2 weeks prior to
the date); $550 after
Description: • An additional symbol and its use
• Powerful self-empowerment techniques • Clinical
applications of Reiki with traditional techniques •
Clinical applications of Reiki with non-traditional
techniques • Intuitive faculties in Reiki • How to do
the first, second and Master level initiations

All levels include dynamic attunements to increase
energy flow and lots of opportunities to practice.

To register for Reiki 1, 2, or 3 Certification Classes,
call Peter at 516-949-9588!

PETER GOLDBECK, an international Reconnective Healer and Reiki Master/Teacher, is a favorite teacher,

practitioner and healing/psychic group leader at the A.R.E./N.Y.C. Center. He has been working with alternative
healing modalities since his first attunement, courtesy of Mother Nature, in 1985 when he was struck by
lightning. Since that life-altering event, he’s become a Certified Reiki Master/Teacher in the Usui system of Natural
Healing, a Certified Practitioner of Reconnective Healing, and a Psychic/Medium and Spiritual Counselor. n

TUESDAY READINGS with Rev. Tanya Soul
TUESDAYS, APRIL 4 & 18, MAY 2 & 16, JUNE 6 & 20, 6 - 8 PM

R

Spiritualist Minister Rev. Kev O’Kane:
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PSYCHIC & HEALING WORKSHOPS:
SATURDAYS, APRIL 8, MAY 6 & JUNE 3
7 - 9:30 PM - $20

GROOVE – Free-flowing Creative Dance for Everyone!
Maria Gutierrez
Max 15 participants,

Wednesdays 4:30-6 PM

Reiki Master Peter Goldbeck
• Healing Celebration

Max 15 participants,
please pre-register!

Give yourself a gift of peace of mind with Leah DeSanto, Certified Usui & Tibetan
Reiki Master. The class starts with a few minutes of Meditation, Imaging, Group
Healing, and ends with a one-on-one healing (approximately 10 minutes).

Wednesdays 10-11 AM

LIGHT UP!

15%

April-June 2017

ev. Tanya Soul, a Psychic Medium and Healer, is available for private
consultations every first Tuesday of the month and now also mid-month. Her
many clients at our monthly Psychic Fairs have always been satisfied with the
results of their sessions. Come experience her insights for yourself!
Preregistration is required. For appointments, call our Center at 212-691-7690.
A 30-min reading is only $30!
Coming from a long genetic line of mediums, TANYA SOUL’S mediumship and psychic ability has developed
from a young age in Russia. “This Gift was given to me by God long ago, and has been with me ever since I
can remember. Divine Spirit has always been in my blood,” she explains. Tanya has been trained and certified
as a Psychic Medium, Séance Conductor, Healer, Spiritualist Minister and Intuitive Consultant with the Holistic
Studies Institute. She also has the gift of Healing. *Proceeds benefit the A.R.E. of NY*
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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THE INTUITION ADVANTAGE FOR MORE
CONFIDENCE, BETTER DECISIONS &
INSPIRED ACTION
Nanci Deutsch

D

o you listen to your gut? Do you
* EVENING EVENT
act on your intuition? Join Nanci
Friday, April 7
Deutsch, LCSW, CHT, Intuitive and
Soul Adventures Coach, to learn what
7:30 - 9 pm
intuition really is, and how to access
$40, Members save 15%: $34
and use it to make important decisions
in your life. Nanci will give you her powerful step-by-step process of how
to access your intuition and use it as an empowering guide to take inspired
action. Discover how using your intuition can help you manifest a healthier
body, increased wealth, and more joyful relationships. Working with your intuition is an essential key to
increasing your confidence and making better decisions to create a happy and fulfilling life! n

THE SEVEN-CHAKRA CLEARING DAY
Annie Bond

T

his day-long retreat workshop taught by
* DAY WORKSHOP
noted chakra healer Annie Bond will take you
Saturday, April 8
on a powerful journey through each of your
chakras, leading to clearing, healing, transformation 10:30 am - 6:00 pm
and increased vibrancy. This deep dive to learn
$111, Members save 15% : $94
about each chakra is for those interested in spiritual growth and practitioners alike.
Chakras are vortexes of energy that connect our spiritual and physical selves. To
perceive what is happening in a chakra is to have an entryway into the storyline of
one’s spiritual and emotional journey. Each chakra characterizes different aspects
of spiritual growth, from fundamental aspects of feeling safe on the planet, to
relationships, to the most exalted connection to the All That Is.
The all-day workshop is experiential and informative, and we will use alchemy, chant, sound, light,
meditation and color! Annie will activate each chakra with the alchemical healing of the Divine Mother,
Divine Father and Divine Child. She will also scan your chakras before and after the healings to gauge
improvement. Snacks provided, please bring your own lunch. n

NANCI DEUTSCH is a Licensed Clinical Social Worker with thirty years of experience

A noted chakra healer, clairvoyant ANNIE BOND’S work is based on energy healing
techniques but goes further to incorporate a person’s own master healer, their Soul.
Calling this energy the person’s “Divine Mother,” Annie works with sound and
energy, while always at the direction of the client’s Soul. She is renowned for The
Trinity Activations, a technique she developed resulting in powerful and alchemical
transformation from the person’s Divine Mother, Divine Father, and Divine Child.
www.thedivinemothercenter.com n

in individual, couple, and group counseling. She is a Certified Hypnotherapist, a Certified
Master Trainer, and a Soul Adventures Coach. Nanci is also a Master NLP Practitioner
(Neuro Linguistics Programming) and host of the Inspired & Empowered Living Radio
Show. She can be found on iHeart Radio. Nanci uniquely combines her counseling,
coaching, and intuitive abilities to facilitate, motivate, and educate people to connect
more deeply to their souls so they can actualize their potential to live an inspired and
empowered life! www.nancideutsch.com. n

DISCOVER THE SECRETS OF YOUR SOUL
Nanci Deutsch

I

s it possible to visit the Divine while you are
* EVENING EVENT
still alive and breathing? What would it be
Friday, June 2
like if you felt a deeper connection to your
soul? Join Nanci Deutsch, LCSW, CHT, Intuitive
7:30 - 9 pm
and Soul Adventures Coach, to receive insight
$40, Members save 15%: $34
into what is possible and what can be revealed
by using hypnosis. Find out more about yourself and your life. Learn about your
soul’s lessons and soul’s contracts and how it affects you and your life. Discover
how your relationships are affected by your soul’s contracts and how your past lives can affect this life. During
this workshop, you will experience a journey to meet your soul and you can ask it three questions! Uncover
the mysteries of your soul and awaken to a whole new understanding of yourself! n

Volunteer With Us
Volunteers are the heart of our non-profit organization.
Your service is vital to the well being of our Center’s community, to help
us grow and thrive.
To find out how you can help, please contact our Volunteer
Coordinator Maria Gutierrez at maria@edgarcaycenyc.org
6
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Dr. Scott Keller, Caycean Chiropractor
WEDNESDAYS 5-8 PM at the Edgar Cayce Center

KNOW THYSELF: Group Psychic Readings
with Rev. Kev O’Kane

Wednesdays, April 5 & 19, Tuesdays, May 9 & 23, June 13
and Thursday, June 22, 7 - 9 PM

R

ev. Kev’s readings speak of past lives and their present effects, karma and
grace, pre-life planning, and so much more. He receives what you need to
make your life better! Led by Spiritualist Minister Kev O’Kane.
All participants who register before 7 pm will receive messages or answers. n

$35, Members save 15%: $29.75
REV. KEV O’KANE, C.M.Ht. is a highly respected Certified Clinical, Master, Ericksonian and

Past-Life Regression Hypnotist. He has led Group Past-life Regression workshops at the A.R.E.
for about 12 years and is returning after a hiatus of 5 years due to popular demand. Kev is
also an ordained Spiritualist Minister. He was the legal adviser and co-founder of the Society of
Applied Hypnosis. Contact Rev. Kev at (646) 338-6715 for individual readings or appointments. n
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

April-June 2017
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TRACKING THE ORIGINS OF AN ILLNESS:
How Your Ancestors and Environment
Impact Your Health
Laura Silvana Aversano

INTRO TO ARCHETYPAL ASTROLOGY
Enriched by the Cayce Perspective
Monty Taylor

J

oin author, Medical Intuitive and
* DAY WORKSHOPS
Spiritwalker Laura Aversano, as she
delves deeply into patterns and imprints Saturday, April 8, 3 - 5 pm
that impact people’s lives on a daily basis.
Sunday, May 7, 1 - 3 pm
Through her 20 years of practice, Laura has
$40 per class, Members save 15%
been able to ascertain origins of illness
which begin for many of us with our ancestral lineage. Having communicated
with the spirit world since childhood, Laura employs her empathic abilities along
with her journeying beyond the veil to see what contributes to people’s ailments.
Laura will work with a few audience members, connecting with the spirit world as
she expands the frequencies already present with those who volunteer, and who
are in the room. She retrieves insight to help all participants better understand how to palpate the world
around them and what lies within. She’ll give examples of how she tracks conditions of all kinds whether they
are physical, emotional or spiritual in nature. As Laura expands the energies present as the spiritual process
unfolds, class members participate by experiencing them and offering and receiving feedback and support. This
becomes part of the individual and collective healing journey which we explore in group consciousness. It also
provides a unique opportunity to more fully experience the process of multi-dimensional transformation. n
Early preregistration strongly advised. A minimum of 10 preregistered attendees is required at least
24 hours before the start of the class to ensure it’s held. Please call the day before class to confirm.

INTRO TO MEDICAL INTUITION
Laura Silvana Aversano

A

ll Illnesses have a frequency and vibration to them. Similarly,
* DAY WORKSHOP
thoughts, emotions, life experiences etc. also reflect a vibration.
Saturday, June 3, 3 - 5 pm
The energy field of every living thing contains cellular memory
embedded in the core of its very existence. This cellular memory
$40, Members save 15% or preregister
by Friday, 5/26 for only $35, Members
holds those patterns in place until a shift occurs, whether conscious
only $29.75.
or not. Everything we experience has a ripple effect as we are all
interconnected. By learning about our own ailments through palpation on an energetic level, we can learn to
track its origins, its projections, and its present state of manifestation. By doing so, the shifts will become more
conscious than unconscious and we can learn to be more in control of how to maintain balance when we are
struggling physically, emotionally, or spiritually. In this class, we will begin to learn how to sense vibrational
patterns on various levels, and be introduced to elements that will assist you in conscious tracking.

This class was previously known as “Medical Intuition 1”. Bring a notebook to take down key information
and your observations. n

“Laura Aversano is a gifted medical intuitive. Although she has the ability to provide a psychic x-ray of one’s
medical problems, her classes are devoted to helping her students move beyond what they can determine
from their perceptible 5 senses to a greater connection to their spiritual and ancestral identity and greater
attunement to their bodies. No two classes are ever alike since Laura is able to sense the needs of her students
and improvise from the planned syllabus so her students can have a more profound learning experience.“ S. F.

LAURA SILVANA AVERSANO is a Spiritwalker, medical intuitive and ancestral empath with an

international clientele. Her written works include The Divine Nature of Plants, The Light of God, Plant Spirit
Journey and Spiritwalker, The Beginning. You can read more about her work at www.LauraAversano.com. n
8
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* 5-WEEK COURSE

Thursdays, April 13, 20 & 27 and
May 4 & 11
6:30 - 9 pm
$360, Members save 15%: $306
Early Registration Special: $299, Members save
15%: $254 if registered by Monday, April 10

T

his five-week course will explore in depth the relationship between astrology and psychic phenomena
through the legacy of such luminary historical figures as Edgar Cayce, Carl Jung, Joseph Campbell,
George Gurdjief, and others. It will show the influence of astrological transits and discoveries that
triggered the unleashing of psychic, psychological, and paranormal communication, which can ultimately
lead to the evolution of our personal liberty and free will.
An astrological chart will be looked at much the way an X-ray or MRI displays things that are not visible
on the surface level of everyday life. These new medical tools of the 20th century do not cause the hidden
factors that lead to dysfunction; they merely reveal what was not obvious. We are then able to use our free
will and discernment to discover and choose the course of action that leads to healing. This works on every
level of our personal and collective reality.
All great thinkers have written about astrology. Edgar Cayce channeled information on the subject. Carl
Jung used astrology in the development of his discoveries of the functioning of the human relationship
between the conscious and the unconscious. Joseph Campbell even called the astrological chart “a
mandala of consciousness.” It is a map of potential that can help our evolution as individual souls. The
definition of “disaster” means “to be without stars.”

We will explore:
1st Week—Understanding the answers that lie within a horoscope
2nd Week—The balancing act that leads to self-sovereignty
3rd Week—The different world systems of astrology
4th Week—The astrology of relationships
5th Week—Developing personal awareness of the Life Stage we are in
Please note: Classes will be video/audio recorded with cameras positioned behind students,
focused on the presenter. Participants are required to sign a waiver before the first class.

MONTGOMERY “MONTY” TAYLOR is a prominent international astrologer

based in New York City, formerly at ARAS division of the Jung Institute, known
for customized personal readings. He incorporates a broad view of psyche and
psychology, rooted in the archetypal symbolism introduced by Jung and Campbell.
He now brings the Edgar Cayce readings as a reinforcement to transform modern
astrology with this information that came forth almost 100 years ago, and the
conviction that the world is now ready for Cayce’s insight. Taylor is known for his
lectures at the United Nations Enlightenment Society (UNSRC), and his international
radio show on TalkingAlternative.com. n

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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ANTON BARASCHI: April-June

AKASHIC RECORDS LEVEL I
Maureen St. Germain

M

aureen’s Akashic Records
Level 1 workshop helps raise
your self-awareness to a better
understanding of you, the world around
you, and your optimal choices. Accessing
your Akashic Records leads you to discover
your soul’s purpose and gives you a jumpstart on any spiritual work you may be
doing in this lifetime.

ANCIENT AND MODERN PRAYER AND MEDITATION:

* WEEKEND WORKSHOP

Saturday, April 22
Sunday, April 23
10 am - 6 pm
$499, Members save 15%: $424
Register by 4/18 and receive Maureen’s
Reweaving the Fabric of Your Reality and
Beyond the Flower of Life books–required
reading for Akashic Level II.

When you learn how to open the Akashic
(Register at maureenstgermain.com using
Member Discount Code ARE15 at checkout.)
Records, you can shed light on who you really are, what you are doing
and where you are going. Consult your records to make good business, relationship and personal decisions.
While working with the guides and record librarians you can get completely accurate information. You
will feel the love and appreciation the Record Keepers and guides have for you, along with their deep
compassion for the human spirit. They know you, who you are, what you can’t see and what you can be!
They have information that can help you with your business, family, relationships and soul’s purpose.
They know what you truly desire. Experience the beauty, symmetry and order of the universe while in the
Records. Learning to open your own records is the first step in opening those of your friends and family.
If you are a seeker choosing to understand the world around you and to make rapid progress in your
evolution, you are meant to learn to open your Akashic Records.
Preregistration is strongly advised. A minimum of 5 participants by 4/18 is required to ensure the
workshop is held. n

MAUREEN’S lifelong interest in the Akashic Records resulted in her being

granted access to this dimension that has been off limits to most of humanity for
millions of years. Widely known for her Amazon.com best-seller, Beyond the Flower
of Life, she has been sharing the knowledge she has gained from her years of
teaching meditation and researching ancient truths. Labeled a modern-day mystic
in Famous Wisconsin Mystics, Maureen is an internationally recognized, highly
acclaimed transformational teacher, author and Akashic Records Guide.
Insightful, compassionate, entertaining and funny, her primary focus is developing
tools to support individuals in their personal expansion and spiritual awakening through Trainings, Akashic
Records, Sacred Journeys, guided meditation CDs, AroMandalas® essential oils aromatherapy and books.
maureenstgermain.com.
AKASHIC RECORDS WORKSHOP TESTIMONIALS:

A recent Level I graduate called me with this report. Our practice is to take your own guidance first from
your Higher Self, and then open up the Akashic Records and ask the identical question to see the results and
the difference.
She asked the question, “I would like to know what I need to know about my daughter that would be
useful or helpful.” This is a mom whose relationship with her adult daughter, who still lives at home, has
been troublesome. This daughter is old enough to be out on her own, but has not moved out and can be
highly critical of her mother. Although she loves her daughter very much, she would like her to spread her
wings a little.
“My higher self gave me the answer, ‘be patient and loving.’ When I asked the Akashic Records, I actually
started crying: ‘Give her space, believe in her light, only expect the best from her, love her unconditionally
and know that she is always there for you, and put yourself in her position and let her grow on her own
terms.’ I couldn’t believe it Maureen, the words were just flowing out of me, I started crying it was so
incredible. I’m so happy I took this class… Maureen I love you!” n
10
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Practical Exploration of the Classic Way to Spirit Knowledge

I

t is said that when we pray we talk to God,
* EVENING EVENT
when we meditate God talks to us. We will
Friday, April 14
explore these traditional ways to access Spirit in
7 - 9 pm
full consciousness through Dzogchen meditation,
$35, Members save 15%: $29.75
Rosicrucian meditation, Zen meditation, Cosmic
Qigong and other practices. We will intone several powerful prayers: the original Lord’s
Prayer in Aramaic, the Philippine’s Espiritista’s invocation to the Holy Spirit, Ave Maria
in Latin, the Kadosh and prayers from a variety of traditions (Native American, Christian
Orthodox, Muslim Tibetan and Hindu). We’ll refer to the works of Lawrence LeShan and Reverent Ron Roth who
both practiced and understood prayer and meditation in modern terms. By exploring practical visualizations and
comparative class exercises in this highly experiential class you’ll leave empowered to start or enrich your own
personal practice. n

TAICHI QIGONG SHIBASHI FOR OPTIMAL HEALTH

J

oin us for this highly experiential class with
* EVENING EVENT
Anton and learn what keeps so many average
Friday, April 21
people in China active to the ripe old age
7 - 9 pm
of 100. Learn the easy and effective 12-minute
$35, Members save 15%: $29.75
practice of Taichi Qigong Shibashi 18-form. Some
reported health benefits are: balancing blood pressure, strengthening the heart,
stimulating the kidneys, improving neurasthenia, relieving depression, reducing back
stiffness and back aches, alleviating headache, improving insomnia and digestive
issues, preventing arthritis, dispelling chest oppression, invigorating the body and increasing overall energy. We
will explore the 18 exercises—what they do and how to do them for individual practice. All participants who
give their email addresses will receive an e-book with these forms and instructions. n

FREE INTRO to the Bioenergy Healing Certification Course

T

oday’s popular search for alternative
* EVENING EVENT
non-drug related healing methods leads
to the exploration of energetic modalities. Friday, May 5
7 - 9 pm
Can they be self-applied? Are they effective
FREE Intro
short and long term? Can they heal or help
in oncological disease and chronic conditions and speed up recovery? How
effective are they in alleviating pain? Are effects lasting? Can cures be obtained
by energetic methods alone or is it better to create therapeutic groupings of modalities? Can anyone learn
bioenergetics modalities? Do bioenergy practitioners need a special talent? Can practice alone develop a
candidate into an effective healer? What does the training consist of? How long?
In this free seminar Anton will describe this unique course and synthesis modality that will be taught for the
first time ever at the Edgar Cayce Center of NY, combining the best of the best to create a condensed body of
experience that empowers one to become an effective and consistent healer in a short time. Not to be missed! n

ANTON BARASCHI is a bioenergy specialist, teaching and practicing bioenergy healing

(aka medical qigong) in Manhattan, with a focus on integrating multiple bioenergy healing
modalities in supporting the work of medical professionals. Bioenergy healing stimulates
a person’s own immune system with emphasis on the condition diagnosed by the doctor.
Bioenergy healing is considered helpful in alleviating pain, chronic conditions and symptoms
without a particular diagnosis, and for spiritual development. n
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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ANTON BARASCHI: April-June

ANTON BARASCHI: April-June

HEALING TRAUMA AND PAIN, THE MYSTERIES AND
ENERGETICS OF STONE MEDICINE

HO’OPONOPONO, THE MIRACLE OF FORGIVENESS
* EVENING EVENT
EXPLORED TODAY

An evening with Guest Speaker Osteopath Dr. Steven Weiss

J

oin Dr. Steven Weiss on a journey to explore
* EVENING EVENT
the gifts of the Stone People, within his Altar
of Creation healing paradigm that addresses Friday, May 12
7 - 9 pm
both Physical and Spiritual laws in supporting
$40, Members save 15%: $29.75
human healing at the deepest levels. Within the
Altar of Creation, the unique system Dr. Weiss has developed over thirty years of
clinical problem-solving, it is evident that work with specific healing stones has
often made the difference in a client’s recovery.
Through this workshop you will:
• Learn to “get out of the way” – a necessary
precursor to listening to the wisdom of the body
• Learn the energy medicine protocol through
which fire opal, ruby and sapphire heal the
diaphragm and breath

• Learn to detoxify the client’s system using
energy medicine techniques that utilize black
kyanite, epidote, and tessin habit quartz
• Learn to expediently surface and heal trauma
utilizing lightning struck quartz. n

• Learn to diagnose and heal the energetic
“Midline” through techniques utilizing king
cobra jasper and phenakite

DR. STEVEN WEISS is a licensed osteopathic physician, board certified in the

specialty practice of “Neuro-musculoskeletal Osteopathic Medicine.” He is internationally
recognized for his clinical success–an uncanny ability to help people suffering from
complex and seemingly unsolvable clinical problems. He consults in the fields of chronic
pain, sports and performing arts medicine, and the treatment of prenatal and pediatric
problems by weaving together the science of osteopathy, engineering problem-solving
principles, energy medicine, native American teachings (Weiss is an adopted child to the Zuni Bear Clan),
Tibetan Bön, and Taoist elements from qigong practice. For more than 20 years he has devoted his work to
pursuing and applying those clinical/healing approaches that invoke and support the power of the human
body to heal and regulate itself! n

UNDERSTANDING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MAN
AND NATURE’S KINGDOMS IN HEALING * EVENING EVENT

T

he elements of Earth, Water, Air and Fire are
Friday, May 19
the classic way in which we connect to the
7 - 9 pm
environment. Tibetan Bon distinguish Space as
$35, Members save 15%: $29.75
the unifying element. In the west it was Quintessence
- the fifth essence. All these kingdoms are part of microcosm reflecting heavens – man
being composed and defined by them. What does it mean to be a Water, Fire, Air or
Earth being? We will examine the balance of elements necessary for an individual to be
healthy according to their elemental constitution and what that balance means and how
pathology originates in imbalance and healing occurs in restoring that balance. We will
touch on Traditional Chinese Medicine, the temperaments discussed in the Zodiac, energetic healing and some
techniques for balancing a context where only one element is predominant or diminished. Examples of practical
applications will be given. n
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A

few years ago, Dr. Ihaleakala Hew Len, a
Friday, June 9
Hawaiian psychotherapist made the news by
7 - 9 pm
curing a ward of criminally insane patients
$35, Members save 15%: $29.75
without ever meeting them. This feat, based on an
ancient Kahuna way, reached modern consciousness. How is it possible to have such a
profound effect with such simple means? All the practice calls for is to repeat mantric
sentences bringing to consciousness Repentance, Forgiveness, Gratitude and Love.
We will review what we know of the original procedure and practice ourselves this
extraordinary and powerful method on a loved one with whom we have an issue, then examine the results of
our experience. n

TIBETAN HORMONAL BALANCING EXERCISES
With Special Guest Dr. Zarema Jagizarov (for bio see p. 20)

T

he 7 major chakras are located near the major
* EVENING EVENT
nerve plexuses of the body. They also relate to
Friday, June 23
the major endocrine glands of our body: pineal,
7 - 9 pm
thyroid, parathyroid, adrenal and ovary/prostate
glands. In this workshop we will learn the Tibetan
$35, Members save 15%: $29.75
hormonal-etheric massage–a simple and effective
system of 7 exercises that are a form of energetic hygiene practiced in the early morning
hours. Come learn this wonderfully simple way of starting your day right. n

Following a one hour presentation, the Bioenergetic Healers Group practitioners will offer Bioenergy
Healing to all who attend the evening and request it. Occasionally the length of the presentation
portion may be adjusted to the full duration of the event to accommodate a guest speaker, or as karma
dictates.

For the full schedule of Anton’s workshops, please check:
edgarcaycenyc.org/program-of-events/upcoming-week-at-are. n

JOHN OF GOD CRYSTAL BED TREATMENTS
With Anton Baraschi

By appointment on TUESDAYS & FRIDAYS 2-7 PM
Call Anton at 845-772-7200 or email abaraschi@aol.com
The Crystal Light Bed, also called an advanced chromotherapy
apparatus, is a spiritual treatment device that uses colored light
beams focused at a person’s chakras or energy centers through
seven very pure quartz crystals. The alternating lights produce a
balancing effect on the person’s energy body as they lie with eyes closed and meditate to soft relaxing
music. While the energy body is receiving this external assistance to stay in balance, the benevolent
spirits of the Casa de Dom Inacio can work on the person very deeply. People using the crystal light
bed report essentially 3 kinds of healing experiences: calming, blissful relaxation; deep healing
introspection, and experiences of mystical content–colors, presence, beings, visions.
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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NEW CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Psychic Skills Certification Program

FREE Introductory Evening Class!

First certification program by the Edgar Cayce Center of NYC

THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 7-9 PM!

Taught by Lin Hunter & Michael Diamond
* 1 YEAR CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM

Weekends, April 29-30, 2017 to
February 10-11, 2018
Saturday & Sunday, 10 am - 5 pm

J

Full tuition (All 9 weekends plus
Independent Work review plus
Assessment) $2,250. Register by April
16 (fully paid), only $1,999—save $251!
Installment plans available (4 monthly
payments of $620 each, $2,480 total)
with early registration savings of $248.
Minimum enrollment 12 required by
4/22/2017, maximum 20.

oin us in April 2017 for monthly “psychic immersion
weekends” through February, 2018. Register by April
16 for savings of $251! Developed and taught by Lin
Hunter, founder and director of The School for Psychic Studies
in Massachusetts, with co-teacher and NYC-area medium
Michael Diamond, this is the very first Certification Program offered by the NYC Edgar Cayce Center.
This new program is an ideal, holistic way to develop your psychic abilities, participate in
student reading nights, and receive certification directly from the Edgar Cayce Center of NYC.
The program consists of nine “psychic immersion weekends”—one per month—that will afford you
the opportunity to discover and unfold your inherent psychic abilities, as well as share a year-long
learning and growing experience with other like-minded students.
Each weekend immersion experience is rich with instruction and technique, and includes an abundance of
practical exercises that will help you to solidify your skills. We are excited about this new program, which now
encompasses unfoldment of soul senses, from the intuitive level, through spirit communication and trance states.
This one-of-a-kind program also includes take-away assignments and drills, a monthly online Q & A
session with Michael and Lin, and participation in student night readings at the NYC Edgar Cayce Center.
We encourage you to invest in this comprehensive training program—to put you on an “inside track”
to a career using these abilities, or to use them to enhance your performance in your current career, as
well as your satisfaction in all areas of life.
Reserve a seat in the program prior to paying full tuition or your first installment plan by paying a
non-refundable $100 Registration Fee to be credited toward full tuition or first monthly installment.

LIN KAY HUNTER studied psychic development, mediumship, trance and healing in the
U.S. and the U.K. She is the founder and director of The School for Psychic Studies in Western
Massachusetts where she combines her background as an award-winning corporate trainer with
her life-long interest in the supernatural to create and teach comprehensive classes in a variety of
spiritual and metaphysical topics. For nearly 30 years, she has used her abilities as a psychic and
medium to help people resolve issues concerning career, family and partnerships, as well as to help
them to reconnect with loved ones in the spirit world. She is certified in forensic psychic investigation, advancedlevel remote viewing and forensic composite art, and has helped law enforcement agencies,
organizations, and families in numerous criminal investigations and missing persons cases.

Psychic Skills Course Schedule and Descriptions

E

ach weekend will provide a wealth of information about a certain aspect or type of psychic practice,
as well as an abundance of exercises that will allow students to put their newly learned skills into
practice. Take-Home Tasks (to be completed between meetings):

• Daily Practice (a skill-building daily practice will be given with each immersion)
• Complete 5 practice readings using the information covered in the immersion class before our next meeting.
• Attend Q & A session

“Weekend Immersion” classes will be
Saturday & Sunday, 10 am-5 pm:
Weekend 1 - April 29 & 30
PSYCHIC ESSENTIALS: IT’S ALL ABOUT ENERGY!
“If you want to know the secrets of the universe, think in
terms of energy, frequency and vibration.”
—Nikola Tesla
Learn about levels of consciousness, brainwave states,
and right/left hemisphere function, and the part they play
in psychic work; how to shift awareness and focus to
enter the psychic zone; the human energy field, and the
layers used in psychic reading; the chakra system, and
how to access the wealth of information that it holds.

Weekend 2 - May 27 & 28
BASIC ABILITIES OF ESP
We examine, experiment with, and learn how to
develop the five abilities that make up the group called
“psychic,” commonly known as ESP, or extrasensory
perception, including the “claires,” telepathy, pre/retro
cognition and telekinesis.

Weekend 3 - June 24 & 25
DIVINATION
Discover hidden knowledge through the interpretation of
visions or symbols. We will learn the difference between a
sign, symbol, signal, omen and portent. We will also work
with oracle cards, tarot, scrying, and tea-leaf reading.

Weekend 4 - July 22 & 23
PSYCHOMETRY
We explore psychometry, the ability to sense or “read”
the history of an object, a place, or a person by holding
it, or coming into contact with its energy.
TBD based on student input.

extensive spiritual training with world-renowned tutors across the United States and at the
Arthur Findlay College in England. As a facilitator of psychic development circles over several
years, he has proved a compassionate and empathic teacher. n
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

Join us for a free introductory class where you can meet our excellent
teachers Lin Hunter and Michael Diamond, and get first-hand experience of
their teaching skills and styles. Space is limited. First come, first seated.

AUGUST INDEPENDENT WORK

MICHAEL DIAMOND is a New York City based Psychic Medium who has undergone
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Weekend 5 - September 9 & 10
MEDIUMSHIP
Learn how and why mediums can connect with the
spirit realm.

Weekend 6 - October 7 & 8
TRAVELING CLAIRVOYANCE & REMOTE VIEWING
We explore the possibility of seeing things removed from
us by space or time. We’ll look at the difference between
creative visualization, traveling clairvoyance, and remote
viewing and experiment with some of these techniques.

Weekend 7 - November 4 & 5
PSYCHIC INVESTIGATION
This is a highly specialized area that requires focus and
discipline, since you must be able to provide highly accurate
and helpful information needed to open new doors in an
investigation. You will leave this weekend with a clear path
to follow if you are interested in this type of work.

DECEMBER INDEPENDENT WORK
TBD based on student input.

Weekend 8 - January 13 & 14, 2018
TRANCE MEDIUMSHIP
We explore the wealth of teaching that comes directly
from the spirit realm—teaching that inspires and
enlightens us, teaching that resonates with truth.

Weekend 9 - February 10 & 11, 2018
COURSE REVIEW, STARTING A PRACTICE, AND
PRACTICE READINGS
During this weekend we will discuss the ethics of
psychic work, and share thoughts and ideas about
starting your own psychic reading business. We will also
answer final questions and hold practice readings to
prepare for assessment for certification.

Final Assessments – March, 2018
Dates and times to be announced

Full course descriptions, tuition & registration: edgarcaycenyc.org/psychic-skills-certification-program.
April-June 2017
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MIDLIFE IS NOT A CRISIS: Using Astrology
to Thrive in the Second Half of Life
Virginia Bell

J

EDGAR CAYCE AND GNOSTIC CHRISTIANITY –
Seeking God Within
Hal Costley

T

his program will explore the parallels
between some forms of early Christian
Gnosticism and the Edgar Cayce readings.
Thomas Sugrue, author of There is a River, asked
Edgar Cayce about Gnosticism in the following
reading (5749-14) given in May, 1941:

ust as there are power places in the world –
* EVENING EVENT
sacred locations such as Glastonbury, Machu
Wednesday, May 3
Picchu and Sedona that are said to vibrate to
a higher frequency and accelerate transformation
7 - 9 pm
– there are also power years: Saturn Return at 29,
$40, Members save 15%: $34
Midlife which peaks at 42, The Chiron Return at 50,
the Second Saturn Return at 58, the Uranus Square at 62, and the Uranus Return at
84. These cycles or power years are the great turning points in life. At each junction
there are challenges, lessons and losses; in this we have no choice. Our freedom lies in how we respond
–consciously or unconsciously–with fear or with love. Understanding these cycles can guide us to living
consciously and well. Ultimately this is the process of becoming whole.

(A) This is a parallel, and was the commonly accepted one until there began to be set rules in which there were
the attempts to take short cuts. And there are none in Christianity!1

The evening will include:

The presentation will include:

• A brief overview of astrology. No prior
to navigate it, including examples, stories, and
knowledge of astrology is needed
inspiration
• An in-depth explanation of each cycle and how
• Questions and sharing with the group
Copies of Virginia’s book Midlife Is Not a Crisis: Using Astrology to Thrive in the Second Half of Life will be
available for purchase and signing. “It is never too late to be what you might have been.” –George Eliot n
VIRGINIA BELL is a full-time astrologer and writer based in New York City. She has written horoscope
columns for Refinery 29, TV Guide, US Weekly, Die Welt (the German publication), and many others. She is
a regular contributor to the Huffington Post and currently writes a column and celebrity profiles for the CBS
magazine, Watch! Visit her at virginiabellastrology.com n

You Can Still Become a Founding Member
–Donate/Pledge by April 30
Help support our new home! Your name will be permanently
immortalized on our new Center on a beautiful Tree of Life
painting honoring our generous Founders.

(Q) Is Gnosticism the closest type of Christianity to
that which is given through this source?

• A comparison of the creation stories and their
influence upon faith and belief
• The rich story of Jesus, as presented in the
readings, compared to Gnostic concepts
• The fascinating battle between the early church

* ALL DAY EVENT

Saturday, May 6
12 - 6:30 pm
$85, Members save 15%: $72.25
Preregister by May 1, only $65
(save $20!), only $55.25 for
Members.

and some of the Gnostic thought systems
• The similarities of the Gnostic spiritual quest to
that presented in the Cayce readings
• Tools we can use to apply these concepts in
our search

1Edgar Cayce Readings ©1993-2017 by the Edgar Cayce Foundation. All Rights Reserved. n

HAL COSTLEY, a retired engineer, grew up in Virginia but didn’t learn about the Edgar
Cayce readings until in graduate school at the University of Texas in 1968. He joined the
A.R.E. in 1969 and made his first trip to A.R.E. Camp that summer. The Cayce readings
on Jesus inspired his search to better understand early church history. He published an
article in the July-September issue of Venture Inward with same title. Hal is a former
member of the A.R.E. Board of Directors where he served as chair of the Finance
Committee. An active member in the United Methodist Church, he teaches Sunday
School, sings in the choir, plays hand bells and leads classes on Methodist history. n

Additional Founding Member benefits:

MONDAY READINGS with Amelia Darcy

• $500 Founding Member: 1 year of Center Membership.
• $1,000 Founding Member: 1 year of membership,
Golden Heart Invitation.
• $2,500 Founding Member: 1 year of membership, Golden Heart Invitation, 2 tickets
to a workshop of your choice at 50% discount.
• $5,000 Founding Member: Membership for the life of the Center, Golden Heart
Invitation, 2 free tickets to a workshop of your choice.
• $10,000 Founding Member: Membership for the life of the Center, Golden Heart
Invitation, 4 free tickets to a workshop of your choice.
• $50,000 Founding Member: Membership for the life of the Center, your name
permanently inscribed on a fountain, water wall or other water feature, Golden
Heart Invitation, 4 free tickets to a workshop of your choice.

See “Become a Member” on our home page edgarcaycenyc.org for more information.
Thank you for giving generously!
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oin Amelia for a private, 30-minute,
* MONTHLY SERIES
intuitive consultation. During the
Mondays, Apr 10 & 24, May
session Amelia will “scribe” personal
8 & 22 and June 12 & 26
messages from Divine Source and then
impart them to you. Many have benefited 6:30 - 8:30 pm
from the accuracy and wisdom of the
30-minute reading $30
information and the kind manner in which
she shares. Recording is encouraged for later reference.

Pre-registration is required. For appointments call our Center at 212-691-7690.
A 30-min reading is only $30 and all proceeds go to benefit the non-profit A.R.E. of NY.
Consciously connected to Divine Source since the age of 13, AMELIA DARCY’s psychic ability has a
way of emerging in all she does, including writing or “scribing.” She is a Reiki Master, Bioenergy Healer,
and Kundalini Yoga Instructor. n
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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NEW CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Holistic Life Coach Certification Program

Holistic Life Coach Program Schedule Cont.

Taught by Peter Woodbury

WEDNESDAY, MAY 17, 6 - 9:30 PM
* LIFE COACHING
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

May 15 - 19, 6 - 9:30 pm
May 20, 9 am - 9 pm &
May 21, 9 am - 6 pm

F

rom surviving to THRIVING...the Edgar Cayce way!

$1,299, Members only $1,099 (save $200).
Preregister by Sunday, May 1, for only
$1,099 (save $200), Members only $999
(save $300).
Not a Member? Join prior to or with
early registration to save $300 on this
program alone (plus other benefits–see
box below)!

Are you looking to take all the lessons of your lifelong
journey and use them to help others along theirs? This
may be the opportunity you have been waiting for! Unleash your potential and help others do the same!
Edgar Cayce declared that full health and vitality are not merely the absence of disease, but the
presence of meaning and purpose in one’s life activities. Using the holistic views and far-reaching
tools provided by Edgar Cayce readings in addition to other sources, Peter Woodbury has created this
comprehensive training course for those looking to be of service to others and reaching for the next
level in their personal, spiritual and professional development to further that purpose.
In this weeklong certification program, you will learn to guide your clients into physical, mental and
spiritual wellness using tools such as meditation, ideals, dream work and hypnosis, in combination
with positive psychology, lifestyle changes, and working effectively with attitudes and emotions.
As you answer this call to embark on the exciting new career as a Holistic/Transpersonal Life Coach
– or perhaps just add some valuable tools to your already established client-facing career – you’ll
enhance your ability to be the source of positive change, motivation and inspiration in the lives of
your clients and guide them to a deeper understanding of who they really are and all that they can
achieve on all levels – physically, mentally and spiritually. Reach for the next level and help enhance
lives and inspire the next generation of healers and creators! n

Holistic Life Coach Program Schedule:
MONDAY, MAY 15, 6 - 9:30 PM
•
•
•
•

Orientation & Welcome
Student Introductions
Orientation to Life Coaching
What Life Coaching is & What Life Coaching
is not
• Edgar Cayce’s Mind-Body-Spirit Approach to
Wellness
• Assignment: “What are you hoping to get out
of this course?”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overview of Initial Client Contact
Demonstration of First Session
Review & Discussion
Tool – Active Listening
Tool – “5-year planning”
Tool – Suggestive Therapeutics
Assignment: “What is your Life Coaching
focus?”

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

•
•
•
•

Review of assignment
Integration of Skills
Practice & Discussion
Assignment: Session follow up reporting

THURSDAY, MAY 18, 6 - 9:30 PM
•
•
•
•
•

Cayce Perspectives on Life Coaching
Dream Interpretation
Meditation & Prayer
Working with Ideals
Tools: Application of Dream Interpretation,
Meditation, Prayer & Ideals
• Tool: Journaling
• Tool: Follow up reporting
• Assignment: “What are essential questions to
ask in an intake form?”

FRIDAY, MAY 19, 6 - 9:30 PM
• Review of Assignment
• Integration of Skills
• Practice & Discussion

• Assignment: Journaling

SATURDAY, MAY 20, 9 AM - 9 PM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review of assignment
Cayce Perspectives on Life Coaching
Life Purpose & Meaning
Reincarnation, Karma & Past Lives
Universal Laws
Understanding Soulmates & Relationships
Forgiveness
Shame, Trauma & Addictions
“Mind is the Builder”
Buddha’s Brain & Positive Psychology
Health & Diet

SUNDAY, MAY 21, 9 AM - 6 PM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Case Presentations
Integration of Skills
Practice & Discussion
Review
Marketing Yourself as a Life Coach
Business Planning
Exam

Instructor PETER WOODBURY, MSW is a practicing psychotherapist/
hypnotherapist/regressionist & life coach. He is also a former professor of
counseling at Boston University, current instructor of past life regression at
ARE and professor of Integrated Imagery and Regression Hypnosis at Atlantic
University, Virginia Beach, VA. He is a student and teacher of the Cayce work for
over 25 years. Please join him and get started on changing lives for the better! n

BECOME A MEMBER OF A.R.E./N.Y.C.

TUESDAY, MAY 16, 6 - 9:30 PM

Full course descriptions, tuition & registration: edgarcaycenyc.org/holistic-life-coach-certification-program
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Join our diverse community of kindred spirits. Valuable benefits include:
• Discounts on most workshops and classes and many wellness and intuitive services
• A 10% discount on bookstore purchases
• Free computerized astrology or numerology chart for new Members
A one-year membership, $75. Seniors & Students, only $60. Co-memberships (two people
living in the same household), $125. See page 16 for information on Founding Memberships
in our new Center.
Join at edgarcaycenyc.org—go to the “ABOUT ARE” pull-down menu to “BECOME A
MEMBER.” You can also call or visit the Center for a Membership form.
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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LEARN PRACTICAL CASTOR OIL AND HERBAL
APPLICATIONS FOR LIVER CLEANSING

EXPERIENCE TASSEOGRAPHY – The Ancient Art
of Tea Leaf Reading

Dr. Zarema Jagizarov

Joan Carra

E

xternal applications for liver cleansing
* AFTERNOON EVENT
and detoxification were recommended
Saturday, May 20
in hundreds of readings by Edgar
Cayce. Learn the correct way to do them
3:30 - 5:30 pm
from a medical professional.
$40, Members save 15%: $34
The Western Medicine approach to healing
is to destroy pathogens that pollute our bodies and cause disease. The
Naturopathic approach is the opposite: the pathogens cannot survive
when we help our body to clean and detoxify internal pollution. The liver is
particularly vulnerable to the effects of an unhealthy lifestyle and poorly tolerated food and water.
We will concentrate on liver cleansing as the liver’s main job is to detoxify the body. When it becomes
overwhelmed by too much internal pollution, the liver becomes stagnant in eliminating debris. In this
workshop you will learn the optimal practical way to apply castor oil packs and herbal applications for
proper liver cleansing.
Dr. Zarema Jagizarov will demonstrate Castor Oil applications and herbal compresses on two volunteers, and
discuss in detail how to create effective applications, and accurately use simple materials to avoid mess. The first
hour will focus on castor oil packs, and the second hour will be a presentation of abdominal herbal applications. n

DR. ZAREMA JAGIZAROV is a medical professional working in clinical research at

the VA Hospital in the Bronx who is passionate about effective alternative health practices
and exercises. She will demonstrate Castor Oil applications and herbal compresses on two
volunteers and discuss in details how to use simple materials accurately to avoid mess and to
create effective applications. In the first hour, she will give details of the castor oil pack; the
second hour will be presentation of abdominal herbal applications with details. n

Visit our CAYCE Book & Gift Shop
We offer NYC’s best selection of Edgar Cayce books and remedies, as well as a wide selection of books
on holistic healing, psychic/intuitive, metaphysical and spiritual development topics, as well as Reikicharged candles and many other enlightening products and inspiring gifts. Come and shop for...
•
•
•

•

Dozens of Cayce remedies by Baar Products, official worldwide supplier of Edgar
Cayce Health Care, plus Heritage Store favorites
Cayce-inspired books from renowned A.R.E./5th Dimension Press authors Kevin
Todeschi, John Van Auken, Mark Thurston, William McGarey MD and others
Books by internationally known speakers and teachers...
Sidney & Nancy Kirkpatrick, Maureen St. Germain, Mark Anthony,
Tricia McCannon, Lorna Byrne, and many others
Stones and crystals, candles, tarot, angel cards and more!

NEW HOURS STARTING IN APRIL:
Tue-Thu 9 am-9 pm, Mon-Wed-Fri 1-9 pm, Sat-Sun, 12-5 pm

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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* BENEFIT EVENT

Monday, May 22
7 - 9 pm

asseography is an ancient divination art of
interpreting patterns made by tea leaves or
$40, Members save 15%: $34
coffee grinds in a cup, with roots from many
The proceeds benefit the
cultures from the Middle East to China. It became
A.R.E. of NY–Add an extra
donation!
popular in Europe during the Victorian era, a time
of formal socializing and self-analyzing with the advent of Fraud’s study of psychoanalysis and the subconscious.
Join us for this highly experiential evening and let your inner self speak. As we drink our soothing, caffeinefree beverage, we become calm and meditative and our cup becomes personalized with our subtle energies
from our subconscious. The remains of the tea leaves create a pattern of pictures that can be interpreted,
resonating with our lives and reflecting our future, present or past. The symbols can guide us and often
answer our questions. Joan will read the cups of all in attendance while sharing tips and techniques of how
to read for yourself and others, in a friendly, relaxed atmosphere. A very fun class! n

JOAN CARRA grew up in a metaphysical family; psychic phenomena was natural and

not supernatural. Joan gives guidance on matters of the heart and business and can help
clients overcome blocks. She is also a gifted medium and can make contact with those
who have passed. Joan’s spiritual counseling is recognized in six books including the first
edition of The 100 Top Psychics in America, Psychic New York. and The Rational Psychic.
She has been interviewed in WAG Magazine, The Wall St. Journal. Metro NY, AM NY and
The Daily News, in which she predicted the flooding of NYC. www.psychicjoancarra.net n

INTRO TO NUMEROLOGY: Understanding Your
Birthday Numbers & the Vibration of Your Name
Joan Carra

B

ased on the ancient teachings of the
* EVENING EVENTS
Kabbalah, numerology reveals the vibratory
meaning of your name and birthday as well Wednesdays, May 31
and June 14
as the timing of life cycles. Learn to recognize
your talents and understand your personality’s
7 - 9 pm
strengths and weaknesses as you work through
$40, Members save 15%: $34
life’s lessons and challenges.
or register for both classes by
Presented in two evenings:
May 31 for just $70!
WEDNESDAY, MAY 31, 7-9 PM: Understanding Your Birthday Numbers
Explore your birthday and see what your life mission is as well as the themes of your personal years (a 9-year
cycle that changes every year). We will also look at the cycle of the pinnacles, which are longer periods of time
from childhood to senior years. Knowing where you are in your sequence can help you with decisions on business
and love. Learn to work with timing and not against it.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14, 7-9 PM: Understanding the Vibration of Your Name
The letters in your name emanate vibrations from their numerical values. We will examine these to find
your soul’s urge, inner self and personal expression, along with the karmic lessons you will be learning in
this life time. Your full name given at birth has a major influence on your life’s journey, so why not examine
it with numerology? n

NYC Center Members save 10% on all purchases!
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“There is something in the nature of tea that leads
us into a world of quiet contemplation of life.”
–Lin Yutang, The Importance of Living

April-June 2017
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NEW CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Bioenergy Healing Certification Program
Anton Baraschi – Classes begin June 2
* BIOENERGY HEALING
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

June 2-3-4, July 28-29-30,
Aug 11-12-13, Sept 1-2-3,
Oct 27-28-29
10 am - 6 pm

P

Full tuition: $1,995. Register by Friday,
May 5, for only $1,795 – save $200!
Installment Plans: Early Registration
by May 5: 3 monthly payments of $675,
totaling $2,025 – save $210!
Late Registration: 3 monthly payments
of $745, totaling $2,235
Current Bioenergy Healing students can
save 50%. See website.

rogram begins June 2-3-4 and continues monthly
through October, exclusively at the NYC Edgar
Cayce Center.
This unique, comprehensive Bioenergy Healing method offered for the first time is a synthesis of more
than a dozen Bioenergetic Healing Methods from China, Tibet, Japan, Russia, Eastern Europe, United
States, Philippines, Brazil and Africa that Anton learned and practiced over 17 years with various
Masters and Traditions, as well as the Edgar Cayce readings.
Its purpose is to effectively improve a client’s health in the shortest possible time with
lasting, measurable effects using energetic modalities on and off the body.
Successful completion of this program will empower you as a Bioenergy Healer Certified by the
Edgar Cayce Center of NYC and to open your own practice. Prior experience is helpful, but not
needed. The only prerequisites are a deep love for humanity and the willingness to do the work.
Program will be taught on 5 three-day weekends (10 am-6 pm Fri-Sat-Sun) for a total of 15 days of
theory and hands-on practice with self-development assignments during and between classes, followed
by a final assessment for Certification.
This intensive training prepares you to be an efficient and proficient Bioenergy Healer,
improving client health in a short time. Your natural healing abilities will come to the fore through
exercise and empowerments. By the end of this course, you will be able to conduct healing sessions
with measurable positive effects in a majority of situations.

Bioenegy Healing Program Course Overview
• The history of methods, healers and schools;
comparative effective techniques from various
traditions
• Mind attitude, protection and hygiene for Body,
Soul and Spirit
• The Ethics of Touch, why work on and off the body
• Energetic anatomy for the physical body,
energetic body, soul and spirit; organs, systems
and interactions; energetic signatures, channels
and meridians, the Chakra System; and how
to work with subtle causal bodies, karma and
22

reincarnation
• Bioenergetic basic and advanced hand positions
and procedures
• How to perform a Bioenergetic scanning
(reading) and develop your “third eye” abilities,
then how to correlate resulting information
with medical diagnosis, the teachings of Edgar
Cayce and other Masters
• Specific energy work for pain relief, alleviation
of chronic conditions and speeding up recovery
after surgery or incidents

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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NEW CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Bioenegy Healing Program Course Overview Cont.
• Working with cancer clients, conditions of
sclerosis and inflammation
• Working in groups, long distance and energetic
“surgery”
• Exercising and enhancing energetic
transference capacity, during and after course
completion for maximized effects (specific

qigong, meditations and prayers)
• Originating and maintaining client intake forms,
opening and conducting business
• Working in conjunction with medical
professionals and other therapists (integrative)
Assessment for Certification will be a one-onone session with Anton in person or over Skype.

Students will also submit material to demonstrate their ability to improve the health of 12 clients; create
intake forms and follow-up charts; and obtain written references. Attendance of all classes is required for
certification. Make up, one-on-one sessions with Anton will be available at an extra cost.
Reserve a seat in the program prior to paying full tuition or your first installment plan by paying a
non-refundable $100 Registration Fee to be credited toward full tuition or first monthly installment.

Preregistration is required. A minimum of 8 registrants by 5/31/2017 is required to ensure the June 2-3-4
weekend workshop is held and the program will continue. The program is limited to 24 registrants to
maintain individualized attention from the teacher.
Full course descriptions, tuition & registration: edgarcaycenyc.org/bioenergy-healing-certification-program

FREE INTRO to the Bioenergy Healing Certification Course
Friday, May 5, 7-9 pm (details page 11)
ANTON BARASCHI is a Bioenergy Specialist Teacher & Medical Qigong
Practitioner (see page 11 for his bio).
Qualifications/Certifications:
Bruyere Energetic Chelation (Practitioner), Wierkus Method (Practitioner Level 2),
Davitashvili Method, Nedelcu Method, Domancic Method (Practitioner Level 2), Reiki
(Master), Energy through the Nervous System (Practitioner), Ancient Tibetan Healing
(Tse Dup Yang Bod- completion of 5-year course Certification as Lopon or Teacher w/
Chongtul Rinpoche), Advanced Pranic Healing (Practitioner) and Pranic Psychotherapy
(Practitioner) w/Master Glen Mendoza MD, Master Robert Peng’s Qigong Healing method (Certification).
Anton has Special Abilities (Clairsentience, Clairvoyance, Clairaudience and Conscious Mediumship) and
has interacted repeatedly w/John of God, Rev. Ron Roth, Rev. Alex Orbito, Rev. Rosalyn Bruyere and Spiritist
Centers. Anton is an Ordained Interfaith Minister in the Universal Life Church of Seattle, WA.
References:

“Anton’s integration of multiple healing traditions places him at the forefront of the Energy Medicine
Movement. It is a privilege to know and recommend him.”
—Frank T. Salvatore MD, Skyland Urology Group, Sparta, NJ
“Anton Baraschi is a warm, insightful, sensitive healer of extraordinary talent and dedication.”
—Nancy Reuben MD, Purchase College Health Service, Purchase, NY
“Anton is a gifted medium and healer with a profound dedication to his work. His abilities for non-local
healing at a distance are unusually good. He also has many wonderful things to offer as a teacher and
spiritual guide. Recommended highly!”
—Emma Bragdon, PhD, Director, Foundation for Energy Therapies, Woodstock, VT n
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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INTUITIVE TAROT COURSE

THE HEALING ANGELS WORKSHOP

Sylvia Chappell

B

eginners and intermediate
students welcomed!

Rev. Charles F. Julian, D.C.
* 4-WEEK COURSE

Thursdays, June 1, 8, 15, 22
This course is designed to strengthen
your connection to your soul’s intuitive abilities 6:30 - 9 pm
$199, Members save 15%: $169
as you learn to understand and interpret the
Per course minimum enrollment 6;
holistic meaning of the cards for yourself
maximum 14. Preregistration required!
and others. We will use guided meditation
Note: Optional practice class scheduled
to deepen your ability to connect with your
for June 29, 6:30-8:30 pm, depending
upon student interest and availability.
wise, loving soul-self for the highest and best
good of your client, or yourself. We will explore Register by May 25 (fully paid)
to receive a free 20-minute tarot
simple, practical spreads and ways to use them to guide yourself and
reading by Sylvia ($30 value) at a
your clients in making enlightened choices.
convenient time between classes.
Bring a deck (classic Waite-Smith recommended) or purchase one in our Bookstore. After the course, Practice
Classes can be scheduled for students who wish to donate readings at the Center’s Psychic Fairs. n

What students say about Sylvia’s Intuitive Tarot courses:
“The greatest lesson I learned… is listening to my inner self, trusting my inner guidance…. Developing my
intuition… Excellent course for psychic awareness.”
“…it has given me the confidence to work with the tarot, which I previously lacked…. Many thanks, Sylvia.
You are a kind, gifted and compassionate teacher.”
“I loved this class! Sylvia… was very positive and took time to encourage everyone.”

Meet and work with the healing angels of the energy field

I

n 18 years of conducting Integrated Energy
* DAY WORKSHOP
Therapy® (IET) sessions, Charles Julian has
had many angels join with him. Each angel Sunday, June 25
1 - 5 pm
brought a unique gift of healing. We now
$75; Members save 15%: $63.75
invite you to experience their healing gifts.
Preregister by Thursday, June 22 for
Their work has been documented in Steven
only $50, Members only $42.50!
Thayer’s book The Healing Angels of the
Energy Field. He identifies one healing angel for each area of the human energy
anatomy and gives special prayers to invite each of these healing angels to work with you.
This workshop will enable you to join together with other students to meet and work with the Healing
Angels. Learn how to call upon them with a special prayer of invitation and how to use an angelic
“heartlink” to connect with the angels’ energy. Discover the special healing gifts each angel brings and
invite each one to support you in your physical, emotional, mental and spiritual healing journey.
If you support others in their self-healing through energy therapies such as IET, Reiki, Therapeutic Touch,
massage, etc., this workshop can add a special spiritual dimension to your sessions. No experience is
necessary. n

REV. CHARLES JULIAN, D.C. is a NYC Chiropractor and Integrated Energy Therapist who

brings the wonderful energies of healing angels into his sessions with clients and helps others
connect with their heavenly gifts. He also facilitates the ARE/NYC Center’s Sunday Inspirations
group, generously donating his time and healing talents. See update on page 24. n

“After each class, I felt uplifted & that my skills were continually growing.”

“Sylvia approached this class with love and compassion and patience. I am most appreciative and
honored to have been her student.”
SYLVIA CHAPPELL is grateful for the opportunity to teach Intuitive Tarot at the Edgar

Cayce Center where she learned from the Center’s excellent teachers while volunteering as
Events Coordinator. For the past 22 years, she has been inspired by “Mr. Cayce” to develop
her intuitive abilities—first through Tarot, then by earning Certifications as a Past-Life
Regressionist, Reiki Master and Akashic Records Guide. Sylvia currently serves on the A.R.E.
NY Board. Find out more at sylviachappell.net n

RENT OUR NEW SPACE!

Competitive Rates in Midtown Manhattan
Our new A.R.E. Center is a convenient
location for holistic events, workshops, group
trainings or individual therapy sessions. When
our rooms are not in use, they are available
for rental by approved outside groups or
therapists. Video projector, massage tables,
meeting and card tables available.
Contact (212) 691-7690 or
rentals@edgarcaycenyc.org for details and bookings.
24
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MALCOLM SMITH, Spiritual Healer

T

he internationally known and
* PRIVATE HEALING
admired British “Spiritual Healer”
from Yorkshire, England, returns FRI-WED, JUNE 2-7
June 2: 12 - 7 pm
to New York City for private healing
sessions! Malcolm considers himself an June 3-4: 10 am - 6 pm
June 6-7: 12 - 7 pm
ordinary person with an extraordinary
gift–the ability to be a channel for healing 30-minute session $100
energy from God: “It is God who does
the healing, not me,” proclaims Smith. For over 35 years he has used his
gift to relieve the pain, disease and suffering of thousands. Sometimes the
healing he gives results in instant cures; and sometimes, several sessions
over several weeks are required for results to manifest physically. He has restored sight and hearing, cured
“incurable” diseases including cancer, and changed hundreds of lives. He emphasizes that slow progress is
the norm and Spiritual Healing should not replace orthodox medical treatment.
At edgarcaycenyc.org/malcolm-smith-spiritual-healer you can read
testimonials about his extraordinary healing abilities. While you’re there, listen to
a fascinating interview about Spiritual Healing–what it is, how it works, what it
can and cannot do. If you want to read more about Malcolm’s extraordinary story,
you can also purchase a personally autographed copy of his book Spiritual Power,
Healing Hands in our bookstore.
Appointments with Malcolm Smith require prepayment in full. If a check is sent, the
appointment will be bookable a week after it is received so please plan accordingly.
Refunds require a 72-hour notice of appointment cancellation. n

April-June 2017
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SPIRITUAL GROWTH GROUPS

Facilitators donate their services and our Center donates space to keep these Cayce-inspired groups
accessible to all and free. Donations are gratefully accepted! Read more at edgarcaycenyc.org under
Spiritual Growth Groups. Please note changes in some group hours starting April 1st.

A SEARCH FOR GOD STUDY GROUP (new hours)

MONDAYS 6:30 - 8:30 PM

Participants study in a supportive group format, seeking step by step self-transformation by applying the
spiritual principles in the Edgar Cayce readings. This is the NYC Center’s traditional, long-running SFG group.

Facilitator: Norman Curtis				

MEDITATION GROUP		

TUESDAYS 6 - 7 PM

Group meditation is conducted as a foundation for spiritual growth primarily using methods described
in the Cayce readings and is followed by a short discussion of concerns or problems about meditation in
general or your own practice.

Facilitator: Theodora Lazos

BIOENERGETIC HEALERS’ QIGONG GROUP

EVERY OTHER TUESDAY 6:30 - 8 PM

This practice group is a forum for integrating Qigong private practice in a group field so that its therapeutic
properties can be utilized in stimulating a person’s own immune system for energetic cleaning, balancing &
optimal health. This group is also known as the Medical Qigong Group.

WELLNESS SERVICES
O

ur mission is to offer high-quality holistic health services and intuitive/
psychic guidance to our community. Our Practitioners have been carefully selected to
provide Wellness Services at the Cayce Center at a reasonable cost, by appointment.

CHIROPRACTIC, MASSAGE AND MORE:
DR. SCOTT J. KELLER - Caycean Chiropractor
Dr. Keller, a board-certified N.Y.S. licensed chiropractor, has been in practice for 17
years. Using time-tested medical techniques from eastern and western disciplines, in
combination with intuitive healing methods and practice, and shaped by an esoteric
ideology, Dr. Keller has transformed the lives of countless patients.
Hours: WEDNESDAYS 5-8 PM at the Edgar Cayce Center

631-375-8702

drscottkeller.com

Facilitator: Amir Shah (see calendar grid on pages 30-35 for dates)		

ENDO TOSHIYUKI L.M.T. - Acupressure Shiatsu Massage Therapist

BIBLE STUDY GROUP/CAYCE FORUM (new hours) WEDNESDAYS 6:30 - 8:30 PM

Endo was born in Akita, Japan and studied at The Total Health Academy in Tokyo and at
the Helma Institute of Massage Therapy. Endo practices Seitai Shiatsu and other forms of
massage.

As we follow the Cayce injunction to “Read it to be wise. Study it to understand.” (262-60), the mysteries
of the Bible on all 3 levels become clear through the lens of the Cayce discourses that cover every subject
under the sun. Contact details: solministry@nyc.rr.com.

Facilitator: Elyse Curtis, Ph.D.				

PRAYERS FOR HEALING (new hours)

THURSDAYS 6:30 - 8:30 PM

Practice healing prayer, meditate and study materials relating to healing. Come for healing in person or call
to be placed on the prayer list. Healing by laying on of hands (by request).

Facilitators: Norman Curtis & Paul Dorogoff				

REVELATION GROUP/ SCIENCE OF LIGHT (new hours) SATURDAYS 6:30-8:30 PM
Symbology of The Book of Revelation from the Cayce source as it relates to the Body-Mind-Spirit
Connection is studied through ARE of NY’s research project: The Commentary of the Revelation and Ballad
of the Revelation, an interpretation in verse. Alternates with Cayce Legacy/Who Was Who presentations
by Science of Light, a partnering non-profit organization following the recommendation by Cayce to a
Science teacher: “Science and religion are one when their purposes are one.... it (study of the light of the
beginning) is the science of light.” (5023-2). Contact details: solministry@nyc.rr.com.

Facilitator: Elyse Curtis, Ph.D.							

SUNDAY INSPIRATIONS

SUNDAYS 11 AM - 12:30 PM

In the spirit of Edgar Cayce, Charles shares an inspirational talk, messages and angelic healing energies
and leads a meditation. He is a Chiropractor and an Integrated Energy Therapy (IET) practitioner who
welcomes all to this celebration of universal spirituality.

Facilitator: Rev. Charles F. Julian, D.C.

PROSPERITY SUPPORT GROUP

SUNDAYS 1:30 - 2:30 PM

Modeled on the original Cayce readings on economic healing, the members of this group explore spiritual
and other principles for developing a consciousness – and experience – of abundance & prosperity.

Facilitator: Catherine Outeiral			

DREAM STUDY GROUP

SUNDAYS 2:30 - 4:30 PM

Using concepts from the Cayce readings, participants share dream material in a supportive group format,
encouraging self-examination and interpretation as a way of emotional and spiritual growth.

Facilitator: Paul Dorogoff

		

THE MIRACLES GROUP

UPDATE: Meeting offsite until further notice

973-951-2939

edgarcaycenyc.org/endo-toshiyuki

KENNY MATHEWSON - Swedish Massage
Kenny’s Therapeutic Massage sessions usually integrate Swedish, Shiatsu, Reiki and his
natural Spirit-given healing ability. He can also incorporate aromatherapy, hot towel
healing massage, meditations and Inner Peace Calming Touch.

929-465-2807

edgarcaycenyc.org/kenny-mathewson

LUCAS BOLADIAN - TAT® (Tapas Acupressure Technique®)

This Energy Psychology method of clearing whatever bothers you blends contemporary
and ancient approaches. It is simple, yet deeply powerful. For 20 years, Lucas has studied
alternative healing practices including hands-on healing, color therapy and Esoteric Healing.
He is a Certified TAT® Professional also certified in EFT and Reiki. Serves on the Board.

917-885-0221

edgarcaycenyc.org/lucas-boladian

MICHAEL EDAN ARCB, RPE - Polarity Therapy
Michael is a Polarity Therapy Practitioner and Educator, having received his Registered
Polarity Practitioner and Educator status with The American Polarity Therapy
Association. He also holds a National Reflexology Certification with The American
Reflexology Certification Board.

845-500-6770

edgarcaycenyc.org/michael-edan

Participants explore The Law of Attraction, A Course in Miracles, Cayce readings & related materials. See
the web schedule for meeting dates http://tomaso21.com/ACIM.HTML.

Facilitator: Tom Carelli		

All groups are free, by donation.
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WELLNESS SERVICES

O

PSYCHIC & INTUITIVE READERS:
CATHERINE OUTEIRAL - Intuitive Healings, Angel Card Readings

SPIRITUAL & ENERGY HEALERS:
ANTON BARASCHI - Bioenergy Specialist and Healer/Medical Qigong

ur mission is to offer high-quality holistic health services and intuitive/psychic
guidance to our community. Our Practitioners have been carefully selected to
provide Wellness Services at the Cayce Center at a reasonable cost, by appointment.

From her 17-year study of healing modalities including traditional Usui Reiki,
Reconnective Healing, Modern Shamanism and Sacred Sound Healing, Catherine has
created a unique form of Intuitive Healing. Since 2009, she has worked with a team of
angels, combining energy healing with angel card readings.

212-691-7690

rosesandangels.vpweb.com

KERRY O’KEEFE - Ancestral Clearing
Trained personally by John Newton. Through the release of inherited stress and burden
trapped in the body, Ancestral Clearing can reap powerful results in the areas of physical,
mental and spiritual health, relationships, chronic pain, financial wellbeing and more.
Energy healing enhances each session. April Intro Special, 45 mins., $50 (save $40)

516-300-2970

Kev is a highly trained hypnotist and a spiritual seeker and Cayce follower who serves
his Maker by serving humanity! Kev is a respected certified clinical, master, Ericksonian,
and Past-Life Regression (PLR) hypnotist.

edgarcaycenyc.org/kev-okane

LEONARDO CASSARA - Intuitive Tarot Reader
Having been long connected to the Edgar Cayce work, Leonardo’s psychic and intuitive
abilities developed as an outgrowth of his studies with A Search For God study group
material, which inspired him to incorporate a spiritual approach to his Tarot Readings. A
warm and compassionate guide, Leonardo uses the Tarot as a catalyst for insights into
your life issues and spiritual growth.

718-424-2650

edgarcaycenyc.org/leonardo-cassara

MELISSA STAMPS - Certified Intuitive Counselor, Clairvoyant & Medium
A Certified Feng Shui practitioner and Interior Design Stylist, Melissa is a graduate of
Holistic Studies Insistute, NYC. She is extensively trained, and experienced in helping
connect people to Spirit Beings & Guides and to their own intuition.

201-865-3823

3rdeyeopennycpsychic.com

SYLVIA CHAPPELL - Akashic Records Readings, Intuitive Tarot,
			

Past-Life Regression

Sylvia is a certified Akashic Records Guide, Past-Life Regressionist and Reiki Master—
wonderful adjuncts to her work in helping you to heal past issues impacting your
present life. Her readings touch the heart, clarify the soul’s purpose, and serve as the
conduit for helpful, healing, obstacle-clearing energies. She is a popular Intuitive Tarot
reader and teacher at the NYC Cayce Center, and serves on its Board.

347-564-5600
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ANNIE BOND - Chakra Healer
Noted chakra healer Annie Bond will activate your soul’s own divine trinity of the healed
mother, father and child energies, to wash your chakras in light. This alchemy births the
healed authentic self and can even bring complete transformation.

845-876-4252

thedivinemothercenter.com

ELIZABETH TOMBOULIAN - Quantum Energetics & Sound Energy
She practices Quantum Energetics Structured Therapy (Ass. for the Advancement of Energy
Medicine), CranioSacral Therapy (Upledger), and Sound Energy Healing. Using applied
kinesiology, direction of energy, & toning, corrective procedures clear disruptions in the etheric
body (energetic blueprint), and catalyze vibrational healing to an intact state of wellness.

201-679-5049

April-June 2017
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JO LAVERNE - Reiki, Energy Medicine, Axiatonal Therapy, Hypnosis
Jo practices and uses many different modalities such as psychic/intuitive abilities,
hypnosis, Reiki, energy medicine and axiotonal therapy to assist people in gaining
deeper insights into who they are and help reprogram obsolete thought patterns.

856-208-7527

edgarcaycenyc.org/jo-laverne

MARGARITA BURKE - Energy Medicine, Aromatherapy and EFT
Margarita is trained and certified as a practitioner in Energy Medicine, EFT (Emotional
Freedom Technique) and Reiki. Additionally she has trained in Aromatherapy, Qigong,
Energy Kinesiology, and Energy Psychology.

917-292-9447

innerspacewithgrace.com

PETER GOLDBECK - Reconnective Healing, Reiki Healing
A favorite teacher, practitioner and healing/psychic group leader at the A.R.E./N.Y.C. Center,
Peter is a Certified Reiki Master/Teacher in the Usui system of Natural Healing, a Certified
Practitioner of Reconnective Healing, and a Psychic/Medium and Spiritual Counselor.

516-949-9588

sites.google.com/site/lightchronicles/Home

ASUKA MORII - Sound/Vibrational Healer
Asuka Morii is trained in 3 variations of Sound/Vibrational Therapy known as CymaSonic,
Sonatherapy and Cymatic Therapy. Sound/Vibrational therapy can benefit allergies and
inflammation, sprains and injuries, back pain, circulatory problems, digestive disorders,
headaches, hearing and vision problems, obesity, respiratory problems and much more.

646 801-5127

SylviaChappell.net
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845-772-7200

				 Healer, Craniosacral Therapist

soulsisterhealing.com

KEV O’KANE - Hypnosis, Past-Life Regression, Mediumship/Psychic Reader

646-338-6715

He focuses on integrating multiple bioenergy healing modalities in supporting the work of
medical professionals. Bioenergy healing is considered helpful in alleviating pain, chronic
conditions and symptoms without a particular diagnosis, and for spiritual development.

www.cymasonic.net
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APRIL
SUN

April 30

PSYCHIC SKILLS CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM w/ Lin Hunter & Michael
Diamond 10am-5pm (p. 14-15)
Sunday Inspirations
11am-12:30pm (p. 26)
Prosperity Support Group
1:30-2:30pm (p. 26)
Dream Study Group 2:30-4:30pm
(p. 26)

ATLANTIS, THE SHIFT OF THE
AGES & THE NEW EARTH
w/ Tricia McCannon 10am-6pm

2

MON

TUE

20 1 7
THU

WED

153 W. 27th Street
East of 7th Ave
7th floor, # 702,
Intercom 33
New York City

3

(p. 3)

Sunday Inspirations
11am-12:30pm (p. 26)
Prosperity Support Group
1:30-2:30pm (p. 26)
Dream Study Group
2:30-4:30pm (p. 26)

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)

ATLANTIS, THE SHIFT OF THE

TUES & THURS

1-9 pm

4

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)
REIKI – Usui & Tibetan Reiki Circle
w/ Leah Desanto 5:30-6:45pm (p. 4)

Meditation Group 6-7pm (p. 26)

GROOVE w/ Maria
Gutierrez 10-11am (p. 4)

KNOW THYSELF:
GROUP PSYCHIC
READINGS
w/ Rev. Kev O’Kane
7-9pm (p. 7)

5

TAI-CHI CH’UAN –
Supreme Ultimate
Boxing Classes
w/ Julio Cortes 4:30-6pm Reiki Circle
w/ Peter Goldbeck
(p. 4 )
7-9pm (p. 5)

Bioenergetic Healers’ Qigong
Group 6:30-8pm (p. 26)

10

MONDAY READINGS
w/ Amelia Darcy 6:30-8:30pm
(p. 17)

Search for God 6:30-8:30pm
(p. 26)

(p. 3)

Prayers For Healing
NEW TIME: 6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)

6

FREE Introductory Evening
Class for the PSYCHIC SKILLS
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
w/ Lin Hunter and Michael Diamond
7-9pm (p. 15)

Bible Study/Cayce Forum
NEW TIME: 6:30-8:30pm

11

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)
REIKI – Usui & Tibetan Reiki Circle
w/ Leah Desanto 5:30-6:45pm (p. 4)
Meditation Group 6-7pm (p. 26)

GROOVE w/ Maria
Gutierrez 10-11am (p. 4)

12

Psychic Enhancement
Circle w/ Peter Goldbeck
7-9pm (p. 5)

TAI-CHI CH’UAN –
Bible Study/Cayce
Supreme Ultimate
Forum 6:30-8:30pm
Boxing Classes
w/ Julio Cortes 4:30-6pm (p. 26)
(p. 4 )

Prayers For Healing
6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)

13

INTRO TO ARCHETYPAL
ASTROLOGY ENRICHED BY THE
CAYCE PERSPECTIVE
w/ Monty Taylor 6:30-9pm (p. 9)

7

8

14

15

SEVEN-CHAKRA CLEARING DAY
w/ Annie Bond 10:30am - 6:00pm (p. 7)
Group Psychic Readings 1-3pm (p. 4)
THE INTUITION ADVANTAGE FOR
TRACKING THE ORIGINS OF AN
MORE CONFIDENCE, BETTER
DECISIONS & INSPIRED ACTION ILLNESS: HOW YOUR ANCESTORS
w/ Nanci Deutsch 7:30-9pm (p. 6) AND ENVIRONMENT IMPACT
YOUR HEALTH w/ Laura Silvana
Aversano 3-5pm (p. 8)
Healing Celebration
w/ Peter Goldbeck 7-9:30pm (p. 5)
Revelation/Science of Light
6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)
John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)

ANCIENT AND MODERN PRAYER
AND MEDITATION: PRACTICAL
EXPLORATION OF THE CLASSIC
WAY TO SPIRIT KNOWLEDGE
w/ Anton Baraschi 7-9pm (p. 11)

(p. 26)

CAYCE Psychic Fair
1-7pm (p. 2)

Prophecy Celebration
w/ Peter Goldbeck
7:30-9:30pm (p. 2)
Revelation/Science of Light
6:30-8 :30pm (p. 26)

16

Closed for Easter

17

Search for God 6:30-8:30pm
(p. 26)

18

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)
REIKI – Usui & Tibetan Reiki Circle
w/ Leah Desanto 5:30-6:45pm (p. 4)
TUESDAY READINGS
w/ Rev. Tanya Soul 6-8pm (p. 5)
Meditation Group 6-7pm (p. 26)
Bioenergetic Healers’ Qigong
Group 6:30-8pm (p. 26)

23

AKASHIC RECORDS LEVEL I
w/ Maureen St. Germain
10am-6pm (p. 10)
Sunday Inspirations
11am-12:30pm (p. 26)
REIKI CERTIFICATION LEVEL 3
w/ Peter Goldbeck 1-5pm (p. 5)
Prosperity Support Group
1:30-2:30pm (p. 26)
Dream Study Group
2:30-4:30pm (p. 26)

24

GROOVE w/ Maria
Gutierrez 10-11am (p. 4)
KNOW THYSELF:
GROUP PSYCHIC
READINGS
w/ Rev. Kev O’Kane
7-9pm (p. 7)

(p. 4 )

Reiki Circle
w/ Peter Goldbeck
7-9pm (p. 5)
(p. 26)

25

John of God Crystal Bed
MONDAY READINGS
w/ Amelia Darcy 6:30-8:30pm (p. 17) 2-7pm (p. 13)
REIKI – Usui & Tibetan Reiki Circle
Search for God 6:30-8:30pm
w/ Leah Desanto 5:30-6:45pm (p. 4)
(p. 26)

CAYCE Healing & Wellness
Fair 6-9pm (p. 2)

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

19

TAI-CHI CH’UAN –
Supreme Ultimate
Boxing Classes
w/ Julio Cortes 4:30-6pm

Prayers For Healing
6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)

20

INTRO TO ARCHETYPAL
ASTROLOGY ENRICHED BY THE
CAYCE PERSPECTIVE
w/ Monty Taylor 6:30-9pm (p. 9)

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)

21

TAICHI QIGONG SHIBASHI FOR
OPTIMAL HEALTH
w/ Anton Baraschi 7-9pm (p. 11)

Bible Study/Cayce
Forum 6:30-8:30pm

GROOVE w/ Maria
Gutierrez 10-11am (p. 4)
TAI-CHI CH’UAN –
Supreme Ultimate
Boxing Classes
w/ Julio Cortes 4:30-6pm
(p. 4 )

Calendar subject to change. Please call (212) 691-7690 or visit www.edgarcaycenyc.org for the latest updates.
30

1

Group Psychic Readings
1-3pm (p. 4)
Revelation/Science of Light
NEW TIME: 6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)

w/ Tricia McCannon 7-10pm

12 noon-5 pm

(p. 26)

9

ATLANTIS, THE SHIFT OF THE
AGES & THE NEW EARTH
w/ Tricia McCannon 10am-6pm

Closed on major holidays

TUESDAY READINGS
w/ Rev. Tanya Soul 6-8pm (p. 5)

Sunday Inspirations
11am-12:30pm (p. 26)
REIKI CERTIFICATION LEVEL 1
w/ Peter Goldbeck 1-5pm (p. 5)
Prosperity Support Group
1:30-2:30pm (p. 26)
Dream Study Group 2:30-4:30pm

SAT
(p. 3)

9 am-9 pm AGES & THE NEW EARTH

MON, WED & FRI
SAT & SUN

FRI

March 31

NEW EXTENDED
HOURS:

OUR LOCATION

Search for God
NEW TIME: 6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)

ASSOCIATION FOR RESEARCH AND ENLIGHTENMENT OF NEW YORK

April-June 2017

26

Psychic Enhancement
Circle w/ Peter Goldbeck
7-9pm (p. 5)
Bible Study/Cayce
Forum 6:30-8:30pm

(p. 26)

Prayers For Healing
6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)

27

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)

28

INTRO TO ARCHETYPAL
ASTROLOGY ENRICHED BY THE
CAYCE PERSPECTIVE
w/ Monty Taylor 6:30-9pm (p. 9)

22

AKASHIC RECORDS LEVEL I
w/ Maureen St. Germain
10am-6pm (p. 10)
Group Psychic Readings
1-3pm (p. 4)
Healing Workshop
w/ Peter Goldbeck 7-9:30pm (p. 5)
Revelation/Science of Light
6:30-8 :30pm (p. 26)

29

PSYCHIC SKILLS CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM w/ Lin Hunter & Michael
Diamond 10am-5pm (p. 14-15)
Group Psychic Readings
1-3pm (p. 4)
Prophecy Celebration
w/ Peter Goldbeck 7-9:30pm (p. 5)
Revelation/Science of Light
6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 153 West 27th Street, #702, Intercom 33 New York, NY 10001
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org
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MAY
SUN

OUR LOCATION

MON

Search for God 6:30-8:30pm
(p. 26)

153 W. 27th Street
East of 7th Ave
7th floor, # 702,
Intercom 33
New York City

WED

2

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)
REIKI – Usui & Tibetan Reiki Circle
w/ Leah Desanto 5:30-6:45pm (p. 4)
TUESDAY READINGS
w/ Rev. Tanya Soul 6-8pm (p. 5)
Meditation Group 6-7pm (p. 26)
Bioenergetic Healers’ Qigong
Group 6:30-8pm (p. 26)

7

Sunday Inspirations
11am-12:30pm (p. 26)
REIKI CERTIFICATION LEVEL 2
w/ Peter Goldbeck 1-5pm (p. 5)
TRACKING THE ORIGINS OF AN
ILLNESS: HOW YOUR ANCESTORS
AND ENVIRONMENT IMPACT
YOUR HEALTH w/ Laura Aversano
1-3pm (p. 8)
Prosperity Support Group
1:30-2:30pm (p. 26)
Dream Study Group
2:30-4:30pm (p. 26)
Sunday Inspirations
11am-12:30pm (p. 26)
Prosperity Support Group
1:30-2:30pm (p. 26)
Dream Study Group
2:30-4:30pm (p. 26)

1

TUE

14

8

(p. 18-19)

Search for God 6:30-8:30pm
(p. 26)

MIDLIFE IS NOT A
CRISIS: Using Astrology
to Thrive in the Second
TAI-CHI CH’UAN –
Half of Life w/ Virginia
Supreme Ultimate
Bell 7-9pm (p. 16)
Boxing Classes
w/ Julio Cortes 4:30-6pm Reiki Circle
w/ Peter Goldbeck
(p. 4 )
7-9pm (p. 5)
Bible Study/Cayce
Forum 6:30-8:30pm
GROOVE w/ Maria
Gutierrez 10-11am (p. 4)

9

Meditation Group 6-7pm (p. 26)
KNOW THYSELF:
GROUP PSYCHIC READINGS
w/ Rev. Kev O’Kane
7-9pm (p. 7)

15

GROOVE w/ Maria
Gutierrez 10-11am (p. 4)

(p. 4 )

16

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)
GROOVE w/ Maria
REIKI – Usui & Tibetan Reiki Circle Gutierrez 10-11am (p. 4)
w/ Leah Desanto 5:30-6:45pm (p. 4)
TAI-CHI CH’UAN –
HOLISTIC LIFE COACH
Supreme Ultimate
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM w/
Boxing Classes
Peter Woodbury 6-9:30pm (p. 18-19) w/ Julio Cortes 4:30-6pm
(p. 4 )
TUESDAY READINGS
w/ Rev. Tanya Soul 6-8pm (p. 5)

21

Closed for
Memorial
Weekend

28

PSYCHIC SKILLS CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM w/ Lin Hunter & Michael
Diamond 10am-5pm (p. 14-15)

22

Closed for
Memorial
Weekend

29

Bioenergetic Healers’ Qigong
Group 6:30-8pm (p. 26)

23

Meditation Group 6-7pm (p. 26)
KNOW THYSELF:
GROUP PSYCHIC READINGS
w/ Rev. Kev O’Kane
7-9pm (p. 7)

30

Bioenergetic Healers’ Qigong
Group 6:30-8pm (p. 26)

Prayers For Healing
6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)

INTRO TO ARCHETYPAL
ASTROLOGY ENRICHED BY THE
CAYCE PERSPECTIVE
w/ Monty Taylor 6:30-9pm (p. 9)

Reiki Circle
w/ Peter Goldbeck
7-9pm (p. 5)

GROOVE w/ Maria
Gutierrez 10-11am (p. 4)
TAI-CHI CH’UAN –
Supreme Ultimate
Boxing Classes
w/ Julio Cortes 4:30-6pm

24

GROOVE w/ Maria
Gutierrez 10-11am (p. 4)
TAI-CHI CH’UAN –
Supreme Ultimate
Boxing Classes
w/ Julio Cortes 4:30-6pm
(p. 4 )

FRI

5

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)

FREE INTRO TO THE BIOENERGY
HEALING CERTIFICATION
COURSE
w/ Anton Baraschi 7-9pm (p. 11)

11

SAT

6

EDGAR CAYCE AND GNOSTIC
CHRISTIANITY – SEEKING GOD
WITHIN
w/ Hal Costley 12-6:30pm (p. 17)
Group Psychic Readings
1-3pm (p. 4)
Healing Celebration
w/ Peter Goldbeck 7-9:30pm (p. 5)
Revelation/Science of Light
6:30-8 :30pm (p. 26)

12

13

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)

Group Psychic Readings
1-3pm (p. 4)

INTRO TO ARCHETYPAL
ASTROLOGY ENRICHED BY THE
CAYCE PERSPECTIVE
w/ Monty Taylor 6:30-9pm (p. 9)

HEALING TRAUMA AND
PAIN, THE MYSTERIES AND
ENERGETICS OF STONE
MEDICINE
w/ Anton Baraschi and special guest
Dr. Steven Weiss 7-9pm (p. 12)

Prophecy Celebration
w/ Peter Goldbeck 7-9:30pm (p. 5)

18

Prayers For Healing
6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)
HOLISTIC LIFE COACH
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM w/
Peter Woodbury 6-9:30pm (p. 18-19)

Bible Study/Cayce
Forum 6:30-8:30pm

Psychic Enhancement
Circle w/ Peter Goldbeck
7-9pm (p. 5)

ASSOCIATION FOR RESEARCH AND ENLIGHTENMENT OF NEW YORK

Prayers For Healing
6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)

CAYCE Psychic Fair

25

6-9pm (p. 2)

Bible Study/Cayce
Forum 6:30-8:30pm

(p. 26)

(p. 4 )

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)
REIKI – Usui & Tibetan Reiki Circle
w/ Leah Desanto 5:30-6:45pm (p. 4)
Meditation Group 6-7pm (p. 26)

17

HOLISTIC LIFE COACH
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM w/ Peter Woodbury
6-9:30pm (p. 18-19)

4

(p. 26)

John of God Crystal Bed
MONDAY READINGS
w/ Amelia Darcy 6:30-8:30pm (p. 17) 2-7pm (p. 13)
REIKI – Usui & Tibetan Reiki Circle
Search for God 6:30-8:30pm
w/ Leah Desanto 5:30-6:45pm (p. 4)
(p. 26)
EXPERIENCE TASSEOGRAPHY–
THE ANCIENT ART OF TEA LEAF
READING
w/ Joan Carra 7-9pm (p. 21)

THU

10

Psychic Enhancement
Circle w/ Peter Goldbeck
7-9pm (p. 5)

TAI-CHI CH’UAN –
Bible Study/Cayce
Supreme Ultimate
Forum 6:30-8:30pm
Boxing Classes
w/ Julio Cortes 4:30-6pm (p. 26)

Meditation Group 6-7pm (p. 26)

HOLISTIC LIFE COACH
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM w/
Peter Woodbury 9am-6pm (p. 18-19)
Sunday Inspirations
11am-12:30pm (p. 26)
REIKI CERTIFICATION LEVEL 3
w/ Peter Goldbeck 1-5pm (p. 5)
Prosperity Support Group
1:30-2:30pm (p. 26)
Dream Study Group
2:30-4:30pm (p. 26)

3

(p. 26)

John of God Crystal Bed
MONDAY READINGS
w/ Amelia Darcy 6:30-8:30pm (p. 17) 2-7pm (p. 13)
REIKI – Usui & Tibetan Reiki Circle
Search for God 6:30-8:30pm
w/ Leah Desanto 5:30-6:45pm (p. 4)
(p. 26)

HOLISTIC LIFE COACH
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
w/ Peter Woodbury 6-9:30pm

20 1 7

Revelation/Science of Light
6:30-8 :30pm (p. 26)

19

20

26

27

HOLISTIC LIFE COACH
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM w/
Peter Woodbury 9am-9pm (p. 18-19)
Group Psychic Readings 1-3pm (p. 4)
HOLISTIC LIFE COACH
LEARN PRACTICAL CASTOR OIL
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM w/
Peter Woodbury 6-9:30pm (p. 18-19) AND HERBAL APPLICATIONS FOR
LIVER CLEANSING w/ Dr. Zarema
UNDERSTANDING THE
Jagizarov 3:30-5:30pm (p. 20)
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MAN
Pillars of Transformation
AND NATURE’S KINGDOMS IN
Workshop w/ Peter Goldbeck
HEALING
7-9:30pm (p. 5)
w/ Anton Baraschi 7-9pm (p. 12) Revelation/S
cience of Light
6:30-8 :30pm (p. 26)
John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)

SPECIAL EVENT: LIFE READINGS
WITH ANTON BARASCHI
w/ Anton Baraschi 7-9pm
(see website)

Closed for
Memorial
Weekend

PSYCHIC SKILLS CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM w/ Lin Hunter & Michael
Diamond 10am-5pm (p. 14-15)

31

INTRO TO
NUMEROLOGY
w/ Joan Carra 7-9pm
(p. 21)

Bible Study/Cayce
Forum 6:30-8:30pm

(p. 26)

RENT OUR SPACE FOR:
• Workshops
• Small classes &
groups
• Holistic treatments
Affordable, convenient.

NEW EXTENDED
HOURS:
TUES & THURS

9 am-9 pm

MON, WED & FRI
SAT & SUN

1-9pm

12noon-5pm

Closed on major holidays

Calendar subject to change. Please call (212) 691-7690 or visit www.edgarcaycenyc.org for the latest updates.
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JU NE
SUN

MON

THU

WED

TUE

OUR LOCATION

NEW EXTENDED HOURS:

153 W. 27th Street
East of 7th Ave
7th floor, # 702,
Intercom 33
New York City

TUES & THURS
SAT & SUN

1-9 pm
12 noon-5 pm

Closed on major holidays

4

Sunday Inspirations
11am-12:30pm (p. 26)
Prosperity Support Group
1:30-2:30pm (p. 26)
Dream Study Group
2:30-4:30pm (p. 26)

9 am-9 pm

MON, WED & FRI

BIOENERGY HEALING
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
w/ Anton Baraschi 10am-6pm (p. 22-23)
Malcolm Smith 10-6pm (p. 25)
Sunday Inspirations
11am-12:30pm (p. 26)
REIKI CERTIFICATION LEVEL 1
w/ Peter Goldbeck 1-5pm (p. 5)
Prosperity Support Group
1:30-2:30pm (p. 26)
Dream Study Group
2:30-4:30pm (p. 26)

11

5

Search for God 6:30-8:30pm

(p. 26)

TUESDAY READINGS
w/ Rev. Tanya Soul 6-8pm (p. 5)

12

MONDAY READINGS
w/ Amelia Darcy 6:30-8:30pm

Search for God 6:30-8:30pm

(p. 26)

18

19

Search for God 6:30-8:30pm

(p. 26)

25

13

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)
REIKI – Usui & Tibetan Reiki Circle
w/ Leah Desanto 5:30-6:45pm (p. 4)
Bioenergetic Healers’ Qigong
Group 6:30-8pm (p. 26)
KNOW THYSELF:
GROUP PSYCHIC READINGS
w/ Rev. Kev O’Kane
7-9pm (p. 7)

(p. 26)
Supreme Ultimate
Boxing Classes
w/ Julio Cortes 4:30-6pm

14

Psychic Enhancement
Circle
w/
Peter Goldbeck
TAI-CHI CH’UAN –
7-9pm
(p. 5)
Supreme Ultimate
INTRO TO
Boxing Classes
w/ Julio Cortes 4:30-6pm NUMEROLOGY
w/ Joan Carra 7-9pm
(p. 4 )

GROOVE w/ Maria
Gutierrez 10-11am (p. 4)
TAI-CHI CH’UAN –
Supreme Ultimate
Boxing Classes
w/ Julio Cortes 4:30-6pm

GROOVE w/ Maria
Gutierrez 10-11am (p. 4)
TAI-CHI CH’UAN –
Supreme Ultimate
Boxing Classes
w/ Julio Cortes 4:30-6pm
(p. 4 )

Calendar subject to change. Please call (212) 691-7690 or visit www.edgarcaycenyc.org for the latest updates.
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

SAT

3

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)

9

HO’OPONOPONO, THE MIRACLE
OF FORGIVENESS EXPLORED
TODAY
w/ Anton Baraschi 7-9pm (p. 13)

CAYCE Psychic Fair

10

1-7pm (p. 2)

Prophecy Celebration
w/ Peter Goldbeck
7:30-9:30pm (p. 2)
Revelation/Science of Light
6:30-8 :30pm (p. 26)

GROOVE w/ Maria
Gutierrez 10-11am (p. 4)

(p. 4 )

John of God Crystal Bed
MONDAY READINGS
w/ Amelia Darcy 6:30-8:30pm (p. 17) 2-7pm (p. 13)
REIKI – Usui & Tibetan Reiki Circle
Search for God 6:30-8:30pm
w/ Leah Desanto 5:30-6:45pm (p. 4)
(p. 26)
Bioenergetic Healers’ Qigong
Group 6:30-8pm (p. 26)

8

INTUITIVE TAROT
w/ Sylvia Chappell 6:30-9pm (p. 24)
Prayers For Healing
6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)

15

INTUITIVE TAROT
w/ Sylvia Chappell 6:30-9pm (p. 24)
Prayers For Healing
6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)

Bible Study/Cayce
Forum 6:30-8:30pm

Meditation Group 6-7pm (p. 26)
TUESDAY READINGS
w/ Rev. Tanya Soul 6-8pm (p. 5)

Meditation Group 6-7pm (p. 26)

2

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)

16

PHILIPPINE ESPIRITISTAS
HEALING: SPIRITUAL BARE
HANDS “SURGERY”– AN
EYEWITNESS REPORTAND
MODERN INSIGHTS
w/ Anton Baraschi 7-9pm
(see website)

Group Psychic Readings
1-3pm (p. 4)

17

Healing Workshop
w/ Peter Goldbeck 7-9:30pm (p. 5)
Revelation/Science of Light
6:30-8 :30pm (p. 26)

(p. 26)

20

27

FRI

BIOENERGY HEALING
BIOENERGY HEALING
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
INTUITIVE TAROT
w/ Anton Baraschi 10am-6pm (p. 22-23) CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
w/ Sylvia Chappell 6:30-9pm (p. 24)
w/ Anton Baraschi 10am-6pm (p. 22-23)
Malcolm Smith 12-7pm (p. 25)
Prayers For Healing
Malcolm Smith 10-6pm (p. 25)
DISCOVER THE SECRETS OF YOUR
6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)
Group Psychic Readings 1-3pm (p. 4)
SOUL w/ Nanci Deutsch
INTRO TO MEDICAL INTUITION w/
7:30-9pm (p. 6)
Laura Silvana Aversano 3-5pm (p. 8)
UNDERSTANDING THE
Healing Celebration
SEVEN CHAKRAS, THROUGH
TRADITIONS, PHILOSOPHIES
w/ Peter Goldbeck 7-9:30pm (p. 5)
AND MODERN INSIGHTS w/ Anton Revelation/Science of Light
Baraschi 7-9pm (see website)
6:30-8 :30pm (p. 26)

(p. 21)

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)
REIKI – Usui & Tibetan Reiki Circle
w/ Leah Desanto 5:30-6:45pm (p. 4)

26

7

Malcolm Smith 12-7pm Reiki Circle
(p. 25)
w/ Peter Goldbeck
7-9pm (p. 5)
GROOVE w/ Maria
Bible Study/Cayce
Gutierrez 10-11am (p. 4)
Forum 6:30-8:30pm
TAI-CHI CH’UAN –

1

ASSOCIATION FOR RESEARCH AND ENLIGHTENMENT OF NEW YORK

(p. 4 )

Meditation Group 6-7pm (p. 26)

(p. 26)

PSYCHIC SKILLS CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM w/ Lin Hunter & Michael
Diamond 10am-5pm (p. 14-15)
REIKI CERTIFICATION LEVEL 3
w/ Peter Goldbeck 1-5pm (p. 5)
THE HEALING ANGELS WORKSHOP
w/ Charles F. Julian 1-5pm (p. 25)
Prosperity Support Group
1:30-2:30pm (p. 26)
Dream Study Group 2:30-4:30pm (p. 26)

6

Malcolm Smith 12-7pm (p. 25)
John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)
REIKI – Usui & Tibetan Reiki Circle
w/ Leah Desanto 5:30-6:45pm (p. 4)
Meditation Group 6-7pm (p. 26)

(p. 17)

Sunday Inspirations
11am-12:30pm (p. 26)
Prosperity Support Group
1:30-2:30pm (p. 26)
Dream Study Group 2:30-4:30pm
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Reiki Circle
w/ Peter Goldbeck
7-9pm (p. 5)

21

Bible Study/Cayce
Forum 6:30-8:30pm

(p. 26)

28

22

INTUITIVE TAROT
w/ Sylvia Chappell 6:30-9pm (p. 24)
Prayers For Healing
6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)
KNOW THYSELF:
GROUP PSYCHIC READINGS
w/ Rev. Kev O’Kane
7-9pm (p. 7)

29

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)

23

TIBETAN HORMONAL
BALANCING EXERCISES
w/ Anton Baraschi and special guest
Dr. Zarema Jagizarov
7-9pm (p. 13)

30

Psychic Enhancement
Circle
w/ Peter Goldbeck
7-9pm (p. 5)

Prayers For Healing
6:30-8:30pm (p. 26)

John of God Crystal Bed
2-7pm (p. 13)

Bible Study/Cayce
Forum 6:30-8:30pm

TAROT PRACTICE CLASS
w/ Sylvia Chappell 6:30-8:30pm
(p. 24)

SPECIAL EVENT: LIFE READINGS
WITH ANTON BARASCHI
w/ Anton Baraschi 7-9pm
(see website)

(p. 26)

24

PSYCHIC SKILLS CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM w/ Lin Hunter & Michael
Diamond 10am-5pm (p. 14-15)
Group Psychic Readings
1-3pm (p. 4)
Prophecy Celebration
w/ Peter Goldbeck 7-9:30pm (p. 5)
Revelation/Science of Light
6:30-8 :30pm (p. 26)

RENT OUR SPACE FOR:
• Workshops
• Small classes & groups
• Holistic treatments
Affordable, convenient.

Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 153 West 27th Street, #702, Intercom 33 New York, NY 10001
Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. of New York 212-691-7690 www.edgarcaycenyc.org

April-June 2017
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